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ABSTRACT

Design Choices for Central Bank Digital Currency: Policy and Technical Considerations

Central banks around the world are exploring and in some cases even piloting Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs). CBDCs promise to realize a broad range of new capabilities, including direct government disbursements to citizens, frictionless consumer payment and money-transfer systems, and a range of new financial instruments and monetary policy levers. CBDCs also give rise, however, to a host of challenging technical goals and design questions that are qualitatively and quantitatively different from those in existing government and consumer payment systems. A well-functioning CBDC will require an extremely resilient, secure, and performant new infrastructure, with the ability to onboard, authenticate, and support users on a massive scale. It will necessitate an architecture simple enough to support modular design and rigorous security analysis, but flexible enough to accommodate current and future functional requirements and use cases. A CBDC will also in some way need to address an innate tension between privacy and transparency, protecting user data from abuse while selectively permitting data mining for end-user services, policymakers, and law enforcement investigations and interventions. In this paper, we enumerate the fundamental technical design challenges facing CBDC designers, with a particular focus on performance, privacy, and security. Through a survey of relevant academic and industry research and deployed systems, we discuss the state of the art in technologies that can address the challenges involved in successful CBDC deployment. We also present a vision of the rich range of functionalities and use cases that a well-designed CBDC platform could ultimately offer users.
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1 Introduction

Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC)—fiat currency issued by central banks in digital form—has progressed in the past few years from a bold speculative concept to a seeming inevitability.

More than 80% of central bank respondents to a Bank for International Settlements survey in 2019 reported engagement in CBDC projects [1]. One in ten of these banks, representing approximately one-fifth of the world’s population, deemed it likely that they would offer CBDCs within the next three years. The People’s Bank of China, whose plans are well in advance of that of other major economic powers, has begun to pilot a digital yuan [2]. Hearings on CBDC have taken place this year in the U.S. House Committee on Financial Services [3]. The European Central Bank has initiated a project to explore CBDC development [4] while Sweden (an E.U. but not Eurozone member), has begun testing a CBDC known as the e-krona [5].

At the same time, a Facebook-initiated fiat-backed cryptocurrency called Libra has raised the prospect of an industry alternative. Regulator concerns about the project [6] and (perhaps incorrect) speculation that it has catalyzed CBDC development [7] highlight Libra’s overlap in goals with CBDC.

Various forms of CBDC have in a sense existed for years, but as wholesale facilities available exclusively to financial institutions [8]. What is striking and potentially transformative about many recent CBDC initiatives is their retail focus, that is, their aim of democratizing central bank account holdings to individual consumers or, at a minimum, making digital central bank liabilities available to households and businesses. Our focus in this paper is on retail CBDCs.

While the goals of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin differ dramatically from that of CBDC, they offer evidence of feasibility and technical idea for retail deployment of digital currency. Their technical foundations underpin Libra, have to some extent influenced CBDC design plans, and strongly inform the findings and recommendations of this paper.

Paper scope: This position paper investigates and explains the design choices, mainly technical, but also financial and legal, that central banks will unavoidably encounter in their exploration of CBDC’s. Contributing authors include experts in computer science, economics, and law whose research and practical experience has a strong bearing on the design of digital currencies. We highlight not just choices, but challenges that we believe will constitute the main impediments to CBDC deployment or define the main limiting factors in CBDC realization.

This work is geared toward readers who may be only lightly conversant with the technical concepts behind digital currencies. It does not assume specialized technical knowledge. It can also serve as a reference work, as individual sections are largely self-contained.

At a minimum, we suggest reading section 2 for background on CBDC from a banking perspective and basic terminology and section 12 for a summary position of the authors of this work. In this introductory section, we briefly review the main
benefits and risks of CBDC (section 1.1) and present a roadmap of the paper (section 1.2).

1.1 Benefits and risks

Among the main potential benefits spurring central bank exploration are:

- **Efficiency:** CBDC can reduce friction in existing payment systems, potentially lowering the monetary cost and increasing the speed of transactions while ensuring finality. The prospect of instantaneous payments has proven attractive in the U.S., for instance, in view of the challenges of disbursing financial aid during the current pandemic [9].

- **Broader tax base:** CBDC can potentially bring more economic activity into the tax net, limiting tax evasion and boosting tax revenues. Moreover, the traceability of digital transactions would inhibit the use of CBDC for illicit purposes such as money laundering and terrorism financing.

- **Flexible monetary policy:** The zero lower-bound constraint on monetary policy (interest rates set by central banks) could in principle be relaxed, with a central bank instituting a negative nominal interest rate by reducing CBDC account balances at a pre-announced rate. Similarly, CBDC would ease the implementation of non-distortionary helicopter drops or withdrawals of central bank money (without relying on fiscal transfers).

- **Payment backstop:** CBDC could act as a backstop to private sector managed payment systems, avoiding breakdown of payments systems in times of crisis of confidence and rise in counterparty risk.

- **Financial inclusion:** CBDC could serve as a gateway for unbanked and underbanked individuals to have access to electronic payment systems and, potentially, to other financial products and services as well.

We highlight an additional benefit in this paper, namely opportunities for novel financial technologies, particularly for regulators.

The many potential benefits of CBDC should be weighed against a number of potential risks, both financial and technical. They include:

- **Disintermediation of the banking system:** Many CBDC plans seem to be gravitating toward a two-layer architecture (see, e.g., [10]), in which the CBDC itself serves as a basic functional layer, while existing non-governmental financial institutions interface manage a second layer that interfaces with users. Nonetheless, by reducing transaction frictions and possibly even providing interest-bearing accounts [8], CBDCs could disintermediate significant swaths of the banking system.
• **Miscalibration of government involvement:** One acknowledged benefit of a two-layer architecture is the opportunity for financial institutions to innovate on top of a CBDC [10]. A CBDC design that arrogates to a central bank activities such as payments that can be cheaply and efficiently be managed by the private sector could limit innovation. At the same time, systemic risks and incompatibilities could arise without adequate central bank involvement.

• **Financial risks due to lack of regulatory expertise and capacity:** With increased speed and efficiency—and especially financial innovation—come new risks, financial and technical, many enumerated above. Regulators may struggle to develop the tools and expertise to address these risks in the face of a dramatic change in the basic operation of the financial system.

• **Loss of privacy:** Given the complexity and performance limitations of current privacy-enhancing technologies, it seems likely that a true retail CBDC will expose new forms of sensitive information to its operators. CBDC designers should consider legal and technical mitigations from the outset.

• **Technological vulnerabilities or entrenched design mistakes:** Even with conservative design, CBDCs will represent a technical experiment, whose risks of information security failures and fundamental design mistakes should not be underestimated.

Our focus in this paper on the technical choices and risks involved in CBDC deployment, as well as key financial and legal considerations, emphasizes exploration of the last two of these risks.

### 1.2 Paper roadmap

The foundation of a digital currency is a digital record of all of the transactions that have taken place in the system. Such a record is often referred to as a digital ledger, and may be viewed abstractly as a digital bulletin board to which all transactions in the currency system are posted. The set of transactions in the ledger cumulatively determine the account balances in the system. The set of all account balances at a given time may be regarded as a snapshot of what is sometimes called the state of the ledger.

To ensure against ambiguity in account balances at a given time, the ledger must also include a sequencing of transactions—generally based on their time of receipt—that determines their order of execution. In the view of a ledger as a bulletin board, new transactions may be thought of as appended to an ever-growing, ordered transaction list.\(^1\) See fig. 1 for a conceptual diagram.\(^2\)

\(^1\)A ledger may be thought of as a database with an append-only structure, i.e., in which no transactions are deleted. Most databases, however, allow records to be deletes, and are thus not digital ledgers in sense that the term is currently used. Such databases, despite their weaker data-integrity assurances, could be used to realize a CBDC. Many of the findings in this paper would still
In section 3 (“Ledger Infrastructure”), we describe the various types of digital ledgers in common use today and their underlying technologies, classifying them broadly according to their degree of centralization or decentralization, i.e., the diversity of the set of entities in which system control is vested. We discuss the security and privacy features offered by different types of digital ledgers.

A retail CBDC assigns account balances to individual users, necessitating a regime for account management, with a supporting notion of identity, concepts treated in section 4 (“Account and Identity Management”). Critical design elements include the choice of entities to verify users’ real-world identities and translate them into digital form and the mechanisms by which the system authenticates enrolled users, i.e., permits use of an account only by its assigned users. To access the CBDC system, users need specialized applications, typically referred to as digital wallets, and discussed in section 5 (“Digital Wallets”). Wallets serve as the endpoints for user authentication, and provide user interfaces that guide users in their interaction with the CBDC and allow them to initiate transactions, view account balances, etc. Wallets may also perform transaction authentication facilitating the CBDC’s verification of the validity of submitted transactions.

The term “bulletin board” suggests a publicly visible medium. Indeed transactions in cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are readable by any user, resulting in strong transparency. Central banks, however, may have more stringent requirements for the privacy of users transactions, and are unlikely to embrace a fully public model. Digital ledgers can be designed to reveal information selectively and/or only to authorized entities.

The tension between transparency and privacy is the focus of section 6 (“Privacy and Transparency”), which discusses how privacy relates to identities and transactions. That section explains limitations in the widely embraced privacy model of
*pseudonymous* accounts, discusses techniques for enforcing strong privacy, and addresses issues of privacy as it relates to regulatory compliance.

The transactions recorded on digital ledgers can transfer money between accounts, but can also perform more complex actions. *Smart contracts*, discussed in section 7 (“Smart Contracts”), are computer applications that execute on top of and can greatly expand the capabilities of digital ledgers and thus CBDCs. We explain how the history of smart contracts in cryptocurrencies illuminates potential benefits, including the opportunities to create powerful, novel financial instruments, but also highlights the potential pitfalls of enriched CBDC capabilities.

We discuss *secure hardware* in section 8 (“Secure Hardware”), specifically a powerful new set of security features available in recent-model computer chips. Little known outside information security circles, secure hardware can serve as a powerful addition to the security architecture of a variety of high-trust systems, including CBDCs. We discuss the limitations and recognized vulnerabilities of secure hardware and consequently where it is and is not appropriate to incorporate it into CBDC architectures.

The transaction information in a CBDC could offer unprecedented visibility into monetary flows, given financial regulators new insights into the functioning of a national economy. We discuss such opportunities in section 9 (“Opportunities for Novel Financial Technology”), as well as ways that enhancements to CBDC systems, such as non-fungible tokens (e.g., currency with attached spending conditions) and smart contracts can serve as vehicles for innovative financial interventions.

A number of legal considerations will have a significant bearing on CBDC design choices, as discussed in section 10 (“Legal Considerations”). Existing laws, particularly in the U.S., would seem to offer fairly wide latitude in the degree of privacy afforded by a CBDC. Legal requirements for remediating erroneous or fraudulent transactions and enforcing liens will require careful consideration of appropriate technical provisions in a CBDC and may motivate the enactment of supporting legislation.

While still in their infancy, given their maturity by comparison with related projects, study of the digital yuan and Libra can help elucidate critical design choices. We outline what is known publicly about their technical designs in section 11 (“Overview of Libra and Digital Yuan”), and also discuss hypothetical capabilities revealed in published patent applications relating to the digital yuan.

## 2 Overview from a Banking Perspective

The basic functions of money are that it serves as a unit of account, medium of exchange, and store of value. While money is associated in the popular mind with physical cash issued by central banks, broader monetary aggregates that serve some of these functions include bank deposits created by commercial banks when they make loans. Thus, while currency banknotes and coins are physical forms of money, much of the stock of money in modern economies is already in digital form. Even digital central bank money has already existed for a long time. Electronic balances held by commercial banks (and, occasionally, other financial institutions) at central
banks, referred to as reserves, are used to facilitate payments and settlement through interbank payment systems managed by the central bank.

The specific innovation that we consider in this paper is the replacement of central bank issued money that can be used for retail transactions with their digital counterparts, which have come to be referred to as CBDC. In short, CBDC are fiat currencies issued by central banks in digital form in place of, or as a complement to, physical currency (banknotes and coins).

One simple form of CBDC is e-money. This can take the form of specific amounts downloaded to a mobile phone app by designated financial institutions (in exchange for cash or transfers from bank accounts) and that can be used for making payments at approved businesses. In an alternative formulation, all agents in an economy would have access to central bank accounts, where the balances could in principle be interest-bearing. The central bank would in effect become the manager of a sophisticated payments system that would also allow it, depending on the structure of this CBDC, to implement conventional and unconventional monetary policy in nonstandard ways and, in some respects, more effectively.

The first option is easiest to implement and, in combination with mobile phones that have become ubiquitous even in low-income economies, has significant potential to improve financial inclusion and reduce dependence on cash. The second option is technologically and conceptually more complicated but has greater potential to be scaled up into a payments system that serves as a backup to the private payments infrastructure.

One concern about central bank deposit accounts is the possible disintermediation of the banking system—a subject that will be explored in more detail later in this paper. Recognizing this risk, some central banks that are experimenting with CBDC are taking a hybrid two-tier approach. Under this approach, central banks would disseminate CBDC to commercial banks—just as they now do with cash—and commercial banks would distribute these to individuals and businesses by setting up and managing digital wallets.

Some governments, such as those of the Marshall Islands and Venezuela, have ventured to develop what they refer to as Official cryptocurrencies. The Venezuelan government has created the Petro, a digital currency backed by the country’s oil reserves, which is ostensibly a cryptocurrency that could help avoid financial sanctions imposed by the United States. It is far from clear whether such digital currencies can be considered the equivalent of fiat currency and how they would help get around international financial sanctions.

2.1 Technical definitions

Kumhof and Noone [11] provide a useful definition of CBDC to distinguish it from reserves and cash. They define CBDC as electronic central bank money that: (i) can be accessed more broadly than reserves, (ii) has functionality for retail transactions, (iii) can be interest bearing (with a rate different from that on reserves), and (iv) has a separate operational structure relative to other forms of central bank money.

Yao [12] offers a more technologically-oriented definition, positing that a CBDC is
“a credit-based currency in terms of value, a crypto-currency from a technical perspective, an algorithm-based currency in terms of implementation, and a smart currency in application scenarios.” He argues that cryptographic technology is essential for security and credibility of the DFC. He also notes that CBDC is not just a digital version of cash but has the potential to make money “smarter.”

Bjerg [13] lays out a broad definition of CBDC as electronic, universally accepted, central bank issued money and discusses three possible scenarios. In the first one, the CBDC serves as electronic cash, complementing cash and bank deposits and, thus, fulfilling the role of medium of exchange. The central bank would maintain parity and free convertibility among CBDC, cash, and bank deposits. In a second scenario, the CBDC would serve as universal reserve and fulfill the role of store of value, replacing cash. The central bank would maintain parity but not free convertibility between CBDC and bank deposits. In a third design, CBDC serves as sovereign account money and as the unit of account, potentially replacing bank deposits. In this scenario, the central bank takes the sole responsibility of creating and issuing money in the economy, maintaining free convertibility between CBDC and bank deposits. The central bank could effectively use monetary policy to create or destroy liquidity in the system based on the state of the economy.

Bordo and Levin [14] present two designs for CBDC as a medium of exchange. In the first, the central bank circulates “CBDC tokens,” supported by distributed ledger technology for ownership verification and payment transactions. In the second, the central bank maintains “CBDC accounts” that facilitate electronic holding of funds for individuals and follow a simple debiting and crediting transaction protocol that is instantaneous and costless. The authors then explore three alternatives for a secure store of value. First, similar to paper currency, the central bank would issue CBDC with “constant nominal value” and earning zero interest. This would constrain the central bank from implementing a negative nominal interest rate. Second, the central bank would retain “stable real value” of CBDC through price level indexation of CBDC, which would also constrain policy at the zero lower bound. Third, the central bank would provide an interest-bearing CBDC where the interest rate would be positive in a growing and stable price economy. The authors argue that such a CBDC would serve as a stable unit of account with the help of flexible price-level targeting monetary policy.

The sampling of definitions above suggests that there is no clear consensus yet on the definition of a CBDC, with both conceptual and technological issues still being sorted out. Both of these sets of issues are tied in to the motivation for a central bank to issue a CBDC.

2.2 Why issue a CBDC?

The key motives for issuing retail CBDC range from broadening financial inclusion to increasing the efficiency and stability of payment systems. In Sweden, an economy where the use of cash is fast disappearing, the central bank’s consideration of retail CBDC, in the form of an e-krona, seems to be driven primarily by concerns about financial stability. The sharp decline in the use of cash for retail payments
has occurred in tandem with a shift toward privately-managed payment systems and consolidation among a small number of commercial participants, payment services, and infrastructures.

The Riksbank notes than an e-krona could alleviate the problem of concentration of the payments infrastructure and also its potential vulnerability to loss of confidence. The digital currency would be based on a separate infrastructure that would also be open to private agents willing to offer payment services linked to the e-krona. The general public would have access to the e-krona with both payment suppliers and fintech companies having access to the network. Thus, an e-krona system would promote competition, innovation, and financial stability.

A primary motivation for emerging market economies to consider issuing CBDC seems to be related to financial inclusion. An app-based CBDC that takes advantage of mobile technologies can increase access to financial services for the poor, rural households, and other segments of the population that may be underserved by the banking system.

There are a number of ancillary benefits to a CBDC. Paper currency is vulnerable to counterfeiting. CBDCs could in principle reduce this risk, although the risk of electronic counterfeiting on an even more massive scale through hacking is a major concern for governments that intend to take this route.

Another potential advantage of a CBDC is that it would discourage illicit activity and rein in the shadow economy by reducing the anonymity of transactions now provided by the use of currency banknotes, a point made forcefully by Rogoff [15], especially in the context of high-denomination banknotes. This would also affect tax revenues, both by bringing more activities out of the shadows and into the tax net and also by enhancing the government’s ability to collect tax revenues more efficiently.

Ensuring compliance with anti-money laundering/combating financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) regulations has been a major challenge for government authorities. The elimination of physical cash could assist in these efforts, although the likely shifting of illicit fund transfers to decentralized payment systems and intermediated through anonymous, decentralized cryptocurrencies could vitiate this progress. This is one reason why central banks might seriously consider issuing CBDCs so they can retain control of or at least oversight over payment systems that could as easily be used for illicit as for licit purposes.

These benefits come at the potential cost of loss of privacy in commercial transactions if these can be intermediated only through private or government-managed electronic payments systems. While various encryption technologies in principle allow users of retail CBDC to retain privacy, it is likely that these are subject to the same technological vulnerabilities as nonofficial cryptocurrencies, where privacy has been difficult to ensure.

Some of the trade-offs between physical and electronic forms of fiat currency issued by central banks are analyzed by Mishra and Prasad [16] in the context of a simple general equilibrium model. The key differences between these two forms of central bank-issued outside money include transaction costs (lower for CBDC), possibilities for tax evasion (higher for cash, but with a positive probability of being caught and penalized), and nominal rates of return (zero for cash; potentially positive or negative.
for CBDC). They show the conditions under which cash and CBDC can co-exist and also show how different combinations of government policies, such as the level of taxes and the penalty for being caught undertaking tax evasion, can influence the relative holdings of cash and CBDC. The model provides a framework that can eventually be extended to evaluate conditions under which different forms of government-backed and privately-issued currencies can coexist, conditional on the attributes of each of those currencies and also government policies.

2.3 Implications for the international monetary system

The advent of CBDC, cryptocurrencies, and other new financial technologies could have implications over the long run for certain aspects of the international monetary system. One of the major benefits of improved electronic payment and settlement systems that would go with the proliferation of digital currencies is the increase in speed and security of transactions, along with a reduction in their costs. This would mark a substantial improvement for settlement of trade-related transactions as well as remittances. Even cross-border settlement of other types of financial transactions could benefit from these developments. DLTs offer the potential for reliable tracking of different stages of trade and financial transactions, reducing one of the frictions associated with such transactions. Such changes might simply increase the efficiency and lower the cost of transactions routed through banks and other traditional financial institutions rather than displacing such institutions.

Both banks and nonbank financial institutions could expand the geographical scope of their operations across national borders using the new technologies. This creates new challenges for supervision and regulation. One complication is the lack of clarity about the domicile of informal financial institutions and the geographical locus of the supervisory authority of national regulators. The second is the potential accentuation of cross-border financial stability risks as more institutions operate across national borders. Some of these challenges could be overcome by the greater transparency of transactions if they are conducted using a public DLT or if the regulator has access to the relevant private ledgers.

For emerging market economies, the expansion of conduits for cross-border financial flows with greater efficiency and lower costs could be a double-edged sword, making it easier for them to integrate into global financial markets but at the risk of higher capital flow and exchange rate volatility. Such volatility, in part related to spillovers of monetary and other policies from the U.S. and other advanced economies, has often caused significant stresses for corporate and sovereign balance sheets in these economies. These challenges could become greater if new payments systems and digital currencies increase both the volumes and fluctuations in cross-border capital flows and make capital controls less potent, adding to such volatility. The intensification of global financial cycles would not only engender more capital flow and exchange rate volatility, but could also constrain monetary policy independence, even for central banks that practice inflation targeting backed up by flexible exchange rates. New channels for transmitting payments across borders more quickly and cheaply are likely to make it more difficult to regulate and control capital flows.
3 Ledger Infrastructure

The goal of a digital currency system is to track the balance of its users, allowing each to transact only her coins. One cannot map the technique of physical currency transaction to the digital world. A coin cannot be a simple file, and a transactions cannot be a transmission of the file from one user to another: Had it been done this way, the sender could have kept her copy, thus keeping the coin while also sending it.

Instead, contemporary digital currency systems maintain a global state, comprising the balances of all their users. This includes everything from banks’ per-client balance tables to cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin [17] and Ethereum [18]. Updates to the state are called transactions – these could be simple transfers of funds or interaction with smart contracts. The transactions are serialized in a single ledger. The state of the system is the result of processing the transactions in the ledger according to their order. The transactions are typically aggregated into so-called blocks, each containing many transactions, and the blocks are linked to form a chain, imaginatively called a blockchain (Figure 2).

![Diagram of ledger and blockchain](image)

Figure 2: Each block contains transactions and the block order determines the global transaction order.

The system should allow participants to add blocks in a serial order, so the system progresses in a well defined manner. It should also allow all and only transactions that abide by its predefined rules, and prevent the removal of a block, which would have implied a reversal of history.

To avoid vulnerability to the crash or misbehavior of one or several machines, the blocks and state should be replicated, i.e., stored and processed concurrently by multiple machines. The challenge is thus to orchestrate these machines so they all agree on this order and behave like a single coherent machine, despite network latencies and arbitrary misbehavior by a subset of them. This is called State Machine Replication (SMR) in distributed systems literature. Even in a centralized setting, there are hardware failures, so it is prudent IT system design to incorporate multiple nodes for fault tolerance.

The design of the underlying SMR and networking layers affects the performance and the security of the system, but perhaps most significantly defines its ethos – how decentralized the system is. This choice determines how open the system is to participants, and how much it is in the control of one or a few entities, which can redefine its behavior, stop its operation, withhold certain transactions, etc.
There is a spectrum of decentralization designs, from bank balance tables, through semi-centralized systems like Ripple [19] and Libra [20], to cryptocurrencies, and there are clear trade-offs to be considered when designing a CBDC. The rise of cryptocurrencies since 2009 incited rapid advancement across this spectrum.

In the rest of this section, we first outline basic information security principles that are important in understanding and evaluating digital currency designs (§3.1), then refine the distinction between distribution and decentralization (§3.2), and proceed to review the design choices for the SMR mechanism (§3.3) and their trade-offs.

An independent challenge is to increase the system throughput beyond the capacity of a single machine. In order to accommodate the needs of a CBDC, the system should process a large number of transactions quickly. We briefly discuss approaches to scaling ledgers to large transaction volumes (§3.4), such as by sharding or partitioning of system state.

3.1 Information security foundations: The Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability (C-I-A) triad

No digital currency will remain operable and in use for long without satisfying certain fundamental information security properties. In particular, classical information security principles define three orthogonal and complimentary “dimensions” of information security: confidentiality, integrity, and availability, often collectively referred to as the C-I-A triad, illustrated in Figure 3.

![Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability (C-I-A) triad](image.png)

Figure 3: The three main protection goals of classic information security: Confidentiality, Availability, and Integrity.

In brief, confidentiality means that the information system does not leak information to those who should not have access to it. Integrity means that the system should store information correctly and produce correct results to computations, allowing neither to be tampered with maliciously for example. Availability means that the system should respond to users promptly when requested to retrieve data or perform some action, such as committing a digital currency transaction.

But how do we ensure that each of these dimensions of information is satisfied, and what types and degrees of costs are we willing to incur to guarantee these information security properties? This is where techniques for distribution and decentralization, fundamental to cryptocurrencies and CBDCs alike, come into play.
3.2 Distribution and decentralization

**Distributed systems:** A distributed system fundamentally consists of multiple devices communicating and coordinating over a network. There are innumerable varieties of distributed systems and countless functions they can perform. The most relevant type of distributed system for a CBDC is, of course, a distributed ledger, or group of devices cooperating to maintain a transaction history. Using state-machine replication or consensus algorithms as described below in Section 3.3, the devices comprising a digital ledger maintain copies or replicas of the transaction history and keep them synchronized. This replication protects the availability of the ledger by ensuring that even if some replicas fail, the other devices can continue servicing user transactions.

Traditional client/server and cloud computing infrastructures tend to use distribution in this way primarily to protect availability, and place the greatest investments toward this goal. Geographically distributed systems, for example, distribute the replicas of a service (such as a ledger) across data centers located in different cities or regions, so that a network or power outage affecting one entire data center does not make the entire service unavailable. Though widely distributed, cloud infrastructure is still typically highly centralized in that it is owned and controlled by one central authority (the cloud provider).

**Decentralized systems:** A decentralized system, in contrast, is a type of distributed system whose composite devices are not under control of a single, central authority. Decentralizing a system across independent authorities in principle reduces the amount of trust we must place in each, and similarly limits the damage any one authority can cause if it is compromised or misbehaves in some way.

There are many different and often-conflicting ways in which a system may be decentralized, however, and just as many fiercely-debated criteria for deciding whether and how much a system is actually “decentralized.” In particular, decentralization often refers to some combination of role separation, trust dispersal, and/or threshold trust, as we outline below.

**Role separation:** Perhaps the weakest, but useful and ubiquitous, form of “decentralization” is the division of a process into multiple qualitatively-different functions carried out by multiple authorities serving in different roles. The corporate accounting practice of requiring one person to write checks, and another person sign them, is classic example of role separation within an organization. The division between the roles that central banks and commercial banks play in classical economics – the former managing the national money supply and the latter managing customer relationships – is a large-scale example of role separation. The Bank of England’s CBDC proposal to delegate the account management role to a commercial Payment Interface Provider (PIP) [10] is an example of (limited) decentralization via role separation in a CBDC design.
**Trust dispersal:** When one role in a distributed system may be played by many independent authorities, each serving only a small subset of the total user population, trust is dispersed among these authorities. The dispersal of a nation’s governmental powers across many regional and local governments, each having jurisdiction mainly only over its own residents and territorial domains, is a classic pre-digital example of this form of decentralization.

In a CBDC design in which many different companies implement the PIP role on behalf of their customers and only their customers, only those customers of a given PIP in principle need to trust that PIP. The trust that the entire system collectively places in the PIP role, therefore, is dispersed among the many companies serving that role, limiting the damage any single (smaller) compromised PIP can cause. Each individual user must fully trust their chosen PIP, however, and if one is compromised then the damage to that PIP’s unlucky customers – in terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability – may be severe and difficult to limit. Further, if one or more of the authorities playing such a role becomes “too big to fail” – e.g., serving too much of the user population – then even the global protection ensured by trust dispersal may be limited.

**Threshold trust:** Finally, systems may be decentralized such that users need not “choose” and then fully trust a single authority. Users instead individually or collectively split their trust across several authorities independently serving in the same role, so that no single authority or small coalition have unlimited power or authority over any user. A board of directors or parliament is a classic organizational embodiment of threshold trust, for example, whose members are collectively trusted but no single member can act alone. A distributed ledger, spread across a consensus group of servers operated by independent companies in a federation, provides threshold trust at least in terms of the ledger’s availability, so that the ledger remains available to serve all users even if any one or a limited number of member servers go offline.

Consensus or state-machine replication of this form does not necessarily protect users from integrity or confidentiality failures in these servers, however. Any single compromised server may be able to fake or rewrite history, unless the consensus algorithm is also designed to tolerate malicious or Byzantine failures – a property that most public cryptocurrencies strive to provide but which many “permissioned” blockchains fail to ensure. Similarly, any single compromised server may leak any confidential data that server may have had access to, unless the confidential information is separately protected via threshold cryptography mechanisms, for example, as we discuss in Section 6.3. Therefore, it is important to understand which properties of the C-I-A triad discussed above a given ledger design protects with threshold trust, and which properties remain potentially vulnerable to “weakest-link” failures.

### 3.3 State machine replication for distributed ledgers

The level of decentralization of the ledger state-machine-replication infrastructure can be roughly divided into three categories. On one end there is the centralized option (§3.3.1), where the central bank runs the system itself. This is arguably a good
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Centralized</th>
<th>Semi-Decentralized</th>
<th>Decentralized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Excellent, full control of infrastructure</td>
<td>Good, SMR with many participants</td>
<td>Challenging, active area of research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Censorship</td>
<td>Easy: single operator</td>
<td>Possible: particularly if operators are in the same jurisdiction</td>
<td>Hard: operators might not even be identified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rewind</td>
<td>Easy: can be done quickly by single operator</td>
<td>Hard: takes longer for operators to agree, implying longer history to revert and worse violation</td>
<td>Extremely hard: requires cooperation by majority of possibly unidentified operators</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Centralized vs. Decentralized Infrastructure

starting point, as it is the easiest to manage and builds on classical system design. However, this design choice misses central goals of a CBDC. As the centralized CBDC can unilaterally withhold transactions or even change the rules or revert history, the users are not getting the same guarantees as in cash. Indeed, these aspects are closer to those of payment application.

As a first step, history revision can be prevented by providing users with commitments that their transactions are irrevocably committed in centralized but verifiable ledgers (§3.3.2). But one can do better.

In a semi-decentralized, or permissioned option (§3.3.3), a consortium of entities collaboratively runs the system. Such a design denies full control of the system from small subsets of the operators, but still allows for centrally-coordinated changes, which can be an advantage for legal purposes and is often desirable by customers.

Finally, a fully decentralized option (§3.3.4) would implement a CBDC on an infrastructure similar to that used by cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin – a design that has demonstrated unprecedented robustness in the wild. The decentralized option implies a lack of centralized control; this is arguably the goal of a CBDC, in contrast to payment applications and digital bank accounts, but due to legal and regulatory considerations it is not trivially acceptable in the CBDC context.

We review these options below, and summarize them in Table 1.
3.3.1 Centralized ledgers

The most straightforward approach to implement a CBDC ledger infrastructure is in a centralized fashion. For resilience the system should still be distributed, replicating the state among multiple servers. Classical solutions to this challenge have been studied for decades [22], providing protocols that overcome crashes of a subset of the servers, as well as unexpected behavior due to bugs or an attack [23]–[26].

Crash faults imply a danger only to availability (in the C-I-A triad). State machine replication (SMR) algorithms that protect against crash faults have well-understood solutions with mature, efficient implementations already widely-used in cloud computing environments for example (e.g., [27], [28]).

Servers that behave arbitrarily for whatever reason – such as by being hacked or under control of a compromised insider – can violate not only a ledger’s availability but also its integrity. It is important to understand that mere replication does not protect a ledger’s integrity against arbitrary Byzantine failures such as hacking or insider attacks. Even in a widely-replicated ledger, a single compromised server behaving maliciously might be able to rewrite history illegally, “print money” without detection, or trick a targeted victim into thinking a transaction has been committed while everyone else sees a conflicting transaction, or no transaction, on the ledger. State machine replication algorithms that protect against Byzantine failures, or Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) mechanisms, have also received a great deal of research attention (e.g., [25], [28]). Byzantine fault tolerance mechanisms tend to be more complex and less mature than SMR algorithms tolerating only crash faults, however, in part because their development has not been driven by the already-ubiquitous cloud computing paradigm.

Challenges remain to avoid common mode failures among multiple system nodes (servers), such as a power or network outage affecting several (or all) nodes at once. The typical solution for geographically-localized common mode failures – such as outages caused by lightning strikes, floods or other natural disasters, or long-distance roadside cables accidentally cut by backhoe operators – is geo-replication: locating nodes in different data centers widely spread geographically.

Another type of common mode failure affecting Byzantine replication mechanisms is software bugs. If all replicas run the same implementation of the same algorithm and this implementation has an exploitable vulnerability, then a hacker or malicious insider could compromise all (or a threshold of) the nodes at once to compromise the ledger’s integrity, despite its nominal protection against Byzantine failures. Using diverse software implementations on each server is one solution to this common mode failure risk, albeit one incurring considerable development cost [29], [30].

With centralized or semi-centralized ledger designs, a small number of servers is usually sufficient. This small number is relatively easy to coordinate and achieve good performance, as the machines can quickly propagate messages among each other. However, in a fully-centralized design in which the choice of nodes and their operation are all under direct control of one authority such as the central bank itself, that authority – or a malicious insider – can potentially change the rules at will, roll back system state or rewrite history, and censor or delay transactions. These capabilities
Figure 4: An overview of the interactions involved in an authenticated data structure. Clients do not trust the server in possession of the data. When the server tells a client whether or not a transaction is in the dataset, it provides a proof that this response is correct, which the client can check against a commitment to the data that it maintains and updates when needed. To ensure that the server is providing a consistent view of the dataset to all clients, a form of gossip is needed (which need not involve direct client-to-client communication). As one example (on the left), clients with commitments representing the same point in time ($t_1$) may want to check that these commitments are identical.

may be desirable from a management perspective, but may be undesirable from a perspective of robustness or public trust.

3.3.2 Centralized but verifiable ledgers

Even in a centralized setting, there are still ways to limit the trust that clients need to place in the servers maintaining the ledger. In particular, authenticated data structures [31]–[34] (ADSs) provide a method by which a server, in possession of some data, can prove things about that data to a client who does not necessarily trust the server to give accurate answers. For example, a client receiving money in a CBDC may want to ensure that the transaction in which they are being paid has gone through before providing any goods or service; i.e., they want to check for the inclusion of this transaction in the ledger. Rather than have the server simply tell the client if the transaction is included or not, in an ADS the server also provides a cryptographic proof of inclusion that the client can verify. The main guarantee of an ADS is that it should be impossible for a server to provide a valid proof for a response that does not accurately reflect the data it has stored.

To satisfy this requirement, clients must have some commitment to the data stored by the server, which the clients can then check the proof against. This commitment acts as a cryptographic fingerprint of the state of the entire dataset at a given point in time and is updated as the data changes; crucially, while it covers the entire dataset its size is a small constant that is independent of the size of the dataset. A central challenge of ADSs is that clients cannot be sure that their commitment is a canonical representation of the data stored by the server. In a split-view attack, for example, a
malicious server may attempt to present different clients with commitments to different data, and thus make them believe that different transactions are or aren’t included in the ledger. In the extreme case, a server could store completely different data for each client, and thus provide each one with a different commitment; this would not prevent them from providing valid proofs, but the results would be meaningless as there would be no global and unique representation of the server’s state.

To prevent—or at least detect—split-view attacks, clients must typically engage in a gossip protocol \[35\], by which they can learn about the commitments held by other clients and thus ensure that they have the same view of the data. Options for gossip protocols range from client-to-client communication \[36\] to having the server post the commitment on a public blockchain \[37\], \[38\]. An alternative protection against split-view attacks is to employ a witness cosigning protocol \[39\], in which the primary server maintaining the ADS first obtains cryptographic co-signatures on each fingerprint commitment from a threshold of independent witness servers before publishing or returning that fingerprint to clients. The witness servers need not repeat or thoroughly check the primary server’s work, but merely attest that they have witnessed and cosigned at most one cryptographic view for a given state version. Witness cosigning can eliminate the bandwidth, energy, and potential privacy costs to clients participating in gossip protocols, and can protect clients that are disconnected or whose network connectivity is under an adversary’s control \[40\], \[41\]. The main cost is that the witness servers must be deployed and managed, introducing limited decentralization, and clients must trust a threshold of witnesses to behave correctly, rather than trusting only in each other and the network as with gossip.

It is also possible to use ADSs to create a more distributed ecosystem, as is perhaps best exemplified by the Certificate Transparency (CT) project. \[^3\] In the CT ecosystem, a variety of organizations log certificates signed by a Certificate Authority, and clients ensure using the interaction described above that all the certificates they see appear in at least one of these logs. This is crucial due to the central role that certificates play in providing trust in the Internet ecosystem, in the form of underpinning encrypted communication (HTTPS), and due to the known cases in which CAs have misissued certificates \[42\], \[43\]. A decentralized network of auditors and monitors are then free to interact with these log servers to check, respectively, that they are properly storing the data (e.g., they are not carrying out split-view attacks) and that the certificates they are storing are valid according to some global set of rules (e.g., that a Certificate Authority has not misissued a certificate). This type of architecture may accommodate a CBDC \[44\], in which certificates are replaced with transactions and the role of log servers is played by commercial banks or other entities with an existing stake in the ecosystem.

### 3.3.3 Semi-centralized ledgers

To reduce centralization, the CBDC can instead be operated by a larger set of independent parties chosen or approved by the central bank. Superficially, the solution

[^3]: https://certificate.transparency.dev/
is similar to the centralized approach – instead of directly operating the different
nodes, the central bank chooses the entities that run them. In practice, however, this
approach is quite different, as the central bank forgoes its total control of the system.
With dozens or even hundreds of independent operators and adequate technical pro-
tection against Byzantine faults in the state machine replication scheme, no single
party or group of parties (below a certain size) can change the rules, perform censor-
ship or roll back the system state. Nevertheless, since the operators are all chosen
by the central bank, that central bank can facilitate an agreement of all parties to
perform arbitrary changes. This allows the operators to comply with regulatory and
legal requirements, as well as revert illegal operations due to attacks. Indeed, the
central bank can deploy complex governance mechanisms, where different subsets of
the operators can force a decision or exert veto power.

Therefore, despite the distribution of operation, the semi-decentralized approach
lacks the true decentralization of physical cash. Users of a semi-centralized CBDC
have less control over their funds than with cash. However, this control is an advan-
tage in certain perspectives: Law enforcement agencies can compel the operators to
enforce monetary controls, censor transactions, etc., particularly if they are all within
the same jurisdiction.

The basic design considerations of protocols for semi-centralized systems are sim-
ilar to the centralized case. Indeed, the distributed systems literature puts them in
the same category, implementing a replicated state machine by a set of predefined
nodes. However, the large number of nodes make classical solutions problematic –
the amount of communication they require is typically quadratic in the number of
nodes, making them prohibitively slow among many independent parties.

Building on ideas from cryptocurrencies, recent work [28], [45]–[47] proposes state
machine replication solutions that reduce most communication to be linear in the
number of nodes, and hence practical even with a large number of operators. This is
the approach chosen by Facebook’s Libra (§11).

3.3.4 Decentralized ledgers with central-bank monetary control

The most decentralized approach available is to use a blockchain infrastructure sim-
ilar to that of cryptocurrencies. Unlike those cryptocurrencies, the CBDC is under
centralized monetary control, but anyone can join and operate the system. This ap-
proach is called permissionless, as operators do not need permission from the central
bank to join. Although the system operators can still change the system rules (known
in Cryptocurrency as a fork), in a permissionless system a fork requires a wide agree-
ment among independent parties. This makes controversial changes unlikely, but also
takes away the control of the central bank.

On the positive side, decentralized blockchains demonstrate unprecedented ro-
bustness – Bitcoin has been running continuously without interruption\(^4\) for over a

\(^4\)In two famous events [48], [49] there have been issues with Bitcoin’s blockchain layer. But, if
anything, they demonstrated its robustness: although some operators significantly deviated from
the prescribed protocol, the impact on the users has been inconsequential.
A decentralized implementation also prevents monetary controls and transaction censorship – the open membership implies that the different operators are not subject to the decision of any central entity. This is a desirable property of an instrument that strives to replace physical cash.

However, this decentralization also implies no central control even when it is necessary, e.g., no reversal of transactions in case of mistakes, and no prevention of operator misbehavior like front-running \cite{50, 51}. The setup would therefore have to include means aimed directly at these scenarios, which are active areas of research.

Finally, it is not immediately clear how to implement the decentralized approach in the context of a CBDC. To ensure the security of such an open system, incentives are used. System operators, often called miners as in Bitcoin, should receive rewards to incentivize them to follow the desired protocol. Unlike cryptocurrencies, here the central bank determines the inflation rate, and the rewards for the miners. Although it does not choose the miners in the open system, the central bank in this setup is still uniquely powerful, as it determines the reward rules.

The common technique for securing decentralized blockchains is Proof of Work \cite{52, 53}, as used in Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc. The idea is that miners expend physical resources, typically electricity, to participate in the protocol and receive rewards. A coalition that controls less than a threshold of the resources will maximize its revenue by following the rules \cite{54}–\cite{58}. Moreover, if the rewards are sufficient \cite{59}, an attacker cannot perform a Denial of Service (DoS) attack (i.e., stop the system) with less than 50% of the mining power.

Other alternatives have also been explored (e.g., \cite{60, 61}), with Proof of Stake (PoS) \cite{62, 63} gaining the most traction. In PoS, the operators are the system participants, i.e., they have a stake in the system. While there remain challenges in understanding the incentive mechanism of PoS and its security, PoS avoids the energy expenditure necessary in PoW \cite{64}, which is unacceptable for CBDC.

A decentralized cryptocurrency’s openness to a large number of permissionless participants does not imply absolute protection against ledger manipulation or censorship. In practice the distribution of mining power in PoW cryptocurrencies, or the distribution of stake in PoS currencies, has often proven to be so concentrated that only the top 2, 3, or 4 miners or stakeholders account for a majority of voting power, and thus could in principle collude (perhaps secretly) to censor or manipulate the ledger. Further, any permissionless cryptocurrency allowing open participation is potentially vulnerable to attacks by any adversary sufficiently resourceful and motivated to deploy large-scale computational or financial resources in an attack, even just temporarily. An attacker might short-sell a currency in other markets in order to “bet against” its value, for example, just before launching an attack that deliberately violates the system’s economic rationality assumptions \cite{65}. Many flavors of such attacks have been explored \cite{66}–\cite{69}, and actual 51% attacks on real permissionless cryptocurrencies have become increasingly common in practice \cite{70}.

The openness of a permissionless system also typically implies slower performance, as it takes longer for the participants to realize who is actually participating. Nev-

\footnote{See for example \url{https://bitcoinerapp.com/arewedecentralizedyet/}.}
ertheless, even in an open system it is possible to achieve throughput limited only by network properties \[46, 71\]–\[74\], and good latency with advanced block topologies \[73, 75\].

In conclusion, we believe a fully-open, permissionless design option is not at this point a natural choice for a CBDC, due to its extreme lack of central control. For example, Libra has recently stated \[20\] that “...a key concern expressed by regulators in a number of jurisdictions, including the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA), is that it would be challenging for the Association to guarantee that the compliance provisions of the network would be maintained if it were to transition to a permissionless network where, for example, no due diligence is performed on validators.” We therefore believe that there remain technical, legal and regulatory questions to answer before this permissionless approach can be adopted in a CBDC.

3.4 Scalability to large transaction volumes

Whichever ledger design approach is taken, another element to address is how to scale performance beyond the capacity of a single server. While even in a fully decentralized architecture there are protocols that allow for arbitrarily high transaction throughput, all those transactions must be processed, and the workload can grow beyond the capacity of any one server. The openness of permissionless systems like Bitcoin does not help the system handle increased transaction load, because each miner is replicating, and hence repeating, all of the work of processing all transactions, leaving the maximum processing rate fixed regardless of participation.

There are several complementary approaches to this question. The first \[76, 77\] is to split the state into multiple parallel ledgers. Each ledger is operated by different servers, allowing the system capacity to grow by the number of parallel chains. However, special care must be taken when using this approach to make sure the security of each chain does not deteriorate compared to a single chain. Additionally, a split into parallel chains implies that special, often slow, protocols must be used when a transaction spans the state of multiple chains, e.g., making a payment from an account in one chain to an account on another. This approach applies when the state can be cleanly split into chains with little interaction, and the number of participants is large enough to allow splitting their roles among the different chains.

Another approach \[78\] is to operate a ledger with some arbitrary protocol, but rather than using a single machine per node, replace it with several interconnected servers that operate as a single high-performance node. This approach maintains the security properties of the original protocol and allows for scaling according to the resources available to the different nodes. It applies when it is acceptable to rely on more resources per node operator, which is likely the case in the CBDC setting.

We discuss in Section 7.2 methods to reduce ledger load by offloading transactions to direct peer-to-peer channels. These rely on an efficient underlying ledger and are independent of its implementation.
4 Account and Identity Management

Since a CBDC cannot achieve its maximum usefulness unless ordinary individuals can hold and use the digital currency, this raises the key question of who should be responsible for managing accounts and satisfying associated responsibilities such as identity-checking for “know your customer” (KYC) compliance. This section first explores the question of who should be responsible for account and identity management, then briefly surveys current and emerging approaches to digital identity and how they may (or may not) be relevant to CBDCs. The important topic of identity privacy will be covered later in Section 6.

4.1 Who manages accounts?

Central banks traditionally do not maintain accounts for or enter into business relationships with individuals, only with banks. In this way, central banks effectively delegate the task of managing individual accounts and customer relationships to the commercial banks. Allowing individuals to open and use CBDC accounts directly with the central bank, therefore, would be a “new business” for most central banks, bringing with it many account- and identity-management challenges and potential risks. Providing individual accounts directly with the central banks may be a concern for citizens as well: for example, many potential customers may be more inclined to entrust their personal and financial information to a local business than to a remote government agency that they can at best hope to contact by phone or online.

Accounts in cryptocurrencies: Most decentralized cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin are technically designed to address – or perhaps to avoid – the account and identity management problem in a different way: by defining “accounts” not in terms of human identities but in terms of pseudonymous cryptographic key pairs. Bitcoin or Ethereum accounts are simply random-looking strings that represent cryptographic public keys. Anyone who knows the corresponding, mathematically-related private key associated with that account can spend the currency it holds. This property is what makes decentralized cryptocurrencies a cash-like character, with corresponding advantages and disadvantages. The cryptocurrency miners primarily responsible for maintaining and securing the ledger can avoid managing or checking traditional individual identities.

The perceived privacy that decentralized cryptocurrency accounts provide is attractive to many cryptocurrency holders, although the use of pseudonymous key pairs alone offers only weak privacy, due to the many available de-anonymization attacks discussed later in Section 6.1. On the other hand, this disconnect between purely cryptographic accounts and human identities has in part given cryptocurrencies a shady, “underground” character, making it difficult for individuals and businesses to use and convert cryptocurrencies directly while ensuring legal compliance. The irreversible character of cryptocurrency transactions also gives individuals no clear recourse path if their cryptocurrency is stolen, due to a hacked wallet for example – an important usability and security issue discussed further in Section 5.
Cryptocurrency exchanges: This gap between cryptographic keys and human identities has in part driven the development of centralized exchanges and related businesses intended to bridge this gap. A cryptocurrency exchange typically allows customers to trade one or more traditional currencies for one or more cryptocurrencies. To make this possible, exchanges typically maintain a traditional account and business relationship with each individual customer, and they either take on directly or further delegate the identity-checking tasks required to ensure compliance with the prevailing legal and financial policies.

On the positive side, exchanges can make the use of cryptocurrency more convenient to customers more familiar with traditional banks, and potentially more legitimate and compliant in reality and/or perception. On the negative side, in practice most exchanges are centralized third parties that must be trusted with the custody of users’ cryptocurrency balances. Such centralized, custodial exchanges can potentially lose much or all of their customers’ funds if they fail, are successfully hacked, or are internally compromised. Centralized exchange hacks have historically occurred numerous times, and at an accelerating rate [79], [80]. Non-custodial decentralized exchanges are possible and starting to appear, but currently tend to be less mature and usable, and more complex in operation.

Delegated account management in CBDCs: Much like central banks traditionally delegate the task of account management and identity checking to commercial banks, and like cryptocurrency miners have come to delegate this task implicitly to exchanges and other cryptocurrency holding and investment businesses, it may be natural for a CBDC to delegate this task similarly. This is one of the key roles of the Payment Interface Providers (PIPs) in the Bank of England’s CBDC proposal, for example [10]. We believe this delegation approach is reasonable and in-line with historically-proven role separations, as it would avoid the need for the central bank to enter the unfamiliar business role of individual account management, and it would allow the Payment Interface Providers to innovate competitively in the way they provide these individual-facing services. The Digital Yuan also appears to be adopting this model, as discussed later in Section 11.2.

A possible downside of this delegation approach, however, is that many potential innovation opportunities may be left “on the table” and undeveloped, if the commercial Payment Interface Providers do not find it profitable or in their business interests to compete on the basis of certain aspects of account and identity management. Because banks generally avoid trying to “compete on security” or distinguish themselves from their competitors on grounds of security for fear of shaking customers’ perceived trust in banks in general, for example, delegation of account management to commercial entities may in practice be ineffective at driving innovation in security-related areas. Similarly, the competitive pressure most high-tech businesses currently feel to collect and monetize data is likely to undermine competitive incentives for Payment Interface Providers to innovate in privacy-related areas. Thus, for some aspects of account and identity management especially including security and privacy, strong regulation and standards-setting – whether directed by a central bank or other gov-
4.2 Approaches to digital identity verification

Beyond the issue of who manages individual accounts and identities, another question is how a customer’s identity is verified for accuracy and legal compliance. There is a rich body of both academic literature and practice on the complex and challenging problem of digital identity verification. This complexity boils down to the fundamental problem that no known technology in our digital ecosystem – whether a device, algorithm, protocol, or service – can identify a particular “real human” with complete security. Instead, what we have is a plethora of mechanisms for associating digital accounts with imperfect proxies for individuals. Such proxies include information tokens such as cryptographic private keys, private information about the individual concerned (e.g., mother’s maiden name, childhood pet, favorite film), hardware devices such as two-factor authentication (2FA) or multi-factor authentication (MFA) tokens [81], [82], traditional physical-world credentials such as ID cards and passports, other digital identity proxies such as E-mail addresses and phone numbers, biometric templates, or presence and interconnections in a social trust network. All of these identity proxies may work sometimes, but all have important costs, limitations, and critical failure modes. We briefly review a few of these approaches here and discuss their promise, trade-offs, and potential relevance to identity management for CBDCs.

**In-person identity checking:** Traditional banking has typically relied on in-person identity verification, requiring the customer to present a government-issued ID or passport at a branch office, often together with other evidence such as utility bills, in order to open an account. If banks or other financial institutions with local branches prove willing to play the role of PIPs for a CBDC, then they will be able to continue relying on in-person verification for CBDC accounts just as they do for traditional accounts. With both banks and their customers rapidly shifting towards mostly- or all-digital relationships, however, the days of in-person verification being the dominant approach may be numbered.

**Online identity checking:** To adapt to the demands of the digital age, numerous companies have started offering online video identification services. These services typically ask customers to present themselves and one or more suitable forms of traditional ID over a video chat session. Using machine-learning and video face-recognition techniques [83], these services attempt to verify that the presented ID “looks” genuine and appears to match the face of the person holding it. These algorithms must also address challenges such as distinguishing between an actual, live person and a static image or video recording of one that an identity thief might be using to pose as the victim. When the algorithm cannot verify the ID with sufficient certainty, it may forward the video session to a human operator.

---

6Examples include IDnow, Fully-Verified, eID, and WebID.
This approach is attractive from a cost perspective as long as the algorithm can decide most cases automatically without requiring human involvement. The use of such algorithms presents many poorly-understood and underappreciated risks, however. Any complex algorithm such as this involving machine learning is almost certain to have a non-negligible false-positive rate, incorrectly accepting false ID cards as real, or accepting the wrong person holding it, or accepting a recorded image or algorithmically-generated deep fake [84], [85] of the victim supposedly presenting their ID. A determined and sophisticated fraudster is likely to be able to exploit even a small false-positive rate, through many automated attempts, while suffering little risk of getting caught or effectively punished – especially if they are launching their attack anonymously from a foreign country via a network proxy.

An important risk that tends to be underappreciated by the proponents of machine learning algorithms for identity verification is that the bad guys have artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms too [86]. Whether in playing chess [87], Jeopardy [88], Go [89], [90], solving CAPTCHAs [91], [92] or creating deepfakes [84], [85], our consistent historical experience is that when we set up games between increasingly-sophisticated machine-learning attackers and increasingly-sophisticated machine-learning defenders, we find ourselves in an arms race in which the machine attacker sooner or later wins consistently over the real person. It may thus not be long before machine-learning identity checkers consistently accept sophisticated deepfakes while rejecting most real people, and an ever-larger percentage of online society – and perhaps even much of its commerce – is fake [93]–[95].

Weak digital identity proxies: Many non-financial applications in the online ecosystem rely on weaker identity proxies, such as E-mail addresses, phone numbers, IP addresses, or simply asking users to solve CAPTCHA puzzles [91], [96]. These weak identity proxies are rightfully not usually considered adequate for financial purposes, in part because they only rate-limit, rather than reliably deter, abuses such as the creation of false identities. All of these weak identity proxies can be faked or purchased by a determined and resourceful abuser at varying costs. E-mail addresses are practically free, for example, especially now that many E-mail account services, including Apple, allow their users to create effectively unlimited disposable E-mail pseudonyms for privacy and spam control.7 CAPTCHAs can be broken via machine learning [91], [92] or social engineering [97], [98], or can be outsourced to countries with inexpensive labor [99].

Mobile phone numbers can be slightly stronger identity proxies, since many countries require customers to show ID when signing up for a calling plan, but anonymous prepaid plans still exist nevertheless. In any case, sophisticated hackers and identity thieves can exploit the weakly-protected SS7 signaling protocol to hijack a victim’s phone number, together with the many digital services that use SMS challenges to reset account passwords [100], [101]. In summary, most of the identity proxies popular in the online ecosystem merely increase the cost of abuse somewhat without reliably

---

7See for example Hide My Email for Sign in with Apple, Temp Mail, Guerrilla Mail, FakeMail, ThrowAwayMail.
Biometric identity: Biometrics are often proposed as a strong technology-based solution to digital identity challenges. India’s Aadhaar program is both a showcase and testbed of this approach, having registered over a billion people via iris and fingerprints [102]–[104]. The use of biometrics for digital identity presents many challenges and risks that should not be underestimated, however. Biometrics are effectively “passwords you can’t change” after something goes wrong [105], [106]. Biometric algorithms provide only approximate matches against biological characteristics that can change over time, be obscured, be destroyed accidentally or intentionally, and can be faked either physically or digitally in various ways [107], [108]. Even in the best circumstances, biometric matching algorithms inevitably exhibit both false-positive errors (incorrect acceptance of non-matches) and false-negative errors (incorrect rejection of true matches). Error rate estimates in the case of Aadhaar imply that hundreds of thousands of records could be duplicates [104]. Even the most precise and hence apparently-secure biometric, namely DNA, is already subvertible by an identical twin – and may soon be readily subvertible via increasingly-efficient synthesis of organoids [109], from stolen stem cells – or eventually, perhaps, the DNA residue we leave constantly in our physical environments.

The use of biometrics also presents profound privacy issues, especially when used for biometric identity as in India’s Aadhaar program, as opposed to the biometric authentication features that have become commonplace in mobile personal devices. With biometric authentication, a device records one or at most a few biometric templates of authorized users, then later performs “one-to-one” or “one-to-a-few” matches against those stored templates when the user wishes to authenticate. The stored templates generally need not and should not ever leave the device, mitigating the most severe privacy concerns, and the common practice of disabling biometric authentication after a few failed attempts mitigates the risk of an attacker abusing the false-positive error rate through many brute-force attempts or other experimentation-based fakery.

In biometric identity systems like Aadhaar, in contrast, a registration service must not only record biometric templates for later authentication, but must also compare the templates against those of all the other – potentially billions of – already-registered individuals. Aadhaar requires this deduplication process in order to detect attempts by one person to register multiple identities and multiply the benefits they can obtain from the state’s social “safety-net” services, for example. The need for users to be able to register on one device at one office and then authenticate to a different device at a different office, together with the need for detection of duplicates, fundamentally means that the biometric templates must be exported from the registering devices and be collected in a (typically centralized) database for later authentication and deduplication queries. This use of biometrics for identity thus raises much more serious security and privacy concerns [110], [111], as the biometric template database becomes an incredibly attractive target for hackers and foreign state adversaries alike. The need for a one-to-billions comparison in deduplication amplifies the effective false-positive rate correspondingly: a seemingly tiny Aadhaar-compliant false-positive rate
of 0.01% for iris recognition actually means that each user might incorrectly match up to 100,000 others in the billion-user dataset. Finally, any single registration device that is hacked or under malicious control might be used to synthesize false biometric identities or impersonate real users. Most biometric templates previously thought to be irreversible have been proven otherwise [112], and cryptographic secure sketch algorithms have seen little adoption in part because they generally require the design of wholly new matching algorithms [113], [114].

In summary, while biometrics have legitimate uses when applied carefully in constrained applications such as mobile device authentication, we urge extreme caution in uses of biometrics for digital identity in security- and privacy-sensitive applications such as CBDCs.

Social trust networks: The basic human practice of “identifying” people – and deciding whether, how much, and for what to trust them – long predates modern government identity practices. Social or community trust remains an important identification factor in many parts of the world where government is weak or mistrusted, playing an important role in microfinance programs for example [115]. It should therefore be no surprise that social trust approaches to identity has long been of interest in the privacy-focused and often anti-government “cypherpunk” movement [116], [117], which first arose decades before but now overlaps heavily with the decentralized cryptocurrency community. The most well-known identity technology based on social trust is the “Web of Trust” concept introduced in the 1990s as part of the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) encryption tool [118], [119]. Other social-trust identity technologies such as SPKI/SDSI [120], [121] were also proposed as public-key cryptography matured, but none proved usable enough to become widespread [122]. Web-based social media platforms such as Facebook and LinkedIn eventually popularized the social approach to identity [123], albeit with more emphasis on convenience and much less on privacy or strength of trust.

Identification based on social trust presents many practical issues. One principle challenge is that social identities tend to be easy and cheap to fake, especially for sophisticated automated algorithms, which has led to much of the social-identity ecosystem being essentially fraudulent [93]–[95]. While an important body of research has focused on algorithms for detecting or neutralizing false identities in social networks [124]–[127], it is not clear that actual trust networks have the properties needed for these algorithms to work [128], [129]. This is especially true when social media users are incentivized to inflate their “connectedness” or “follower counts” artificially through practices such as link farming [130], [131], and even to synthesize plausible content automatically [132]–[135]. For these and other reasons, social trust does not seem like a viable approach to identity for CBDCs – except perhaps in countries where existing government identification practices are weak or corrupt and real-world social trust may offer the only viable starting-point to identity.

Self-sovereign identity: One approach that has received significant attention recently, in the blockchain/cryptocurrency community especially, is the notion of self-
sovereign identity [136], [137]. In brief, the idea is to build a decentralized identity ecosystem allowing users to collect digital attestations of identity attributes from participating individuals or institutions, and then subsequently to reveal or prove those attributes selectively to other individuals or institutions demanding identification [138], [139]. Users might collect in their digital wallets attestations to attributes such as name, address, birthdate and other personal data, degrees and certificates earned, citizenships or memberships, etc. Institutions providing these attestations might include governments (for verifying government-issued identity attributes for example), academic institutions (for verifying grades and degrees earned), financial institutions (for verifying credit or other financial history), and so on. Ventures such as Sovrin are attempting to implement and build a self-sovereign identity ecosystem [140], [141], supported by some industry initiatives [142] and standardization efforts [143].

Self-sovereign identity is promising in that it allows many institutions beyond governments to assist with identity verification by issuing attestations, and because it in principle gives users control over how much and which specific attributes they’re comfortable revealing to a particular relying party or to facilitate a particular transaction. The most commonly used illustration is that to enter a bar or nightclub, a user might need only to prove that they are above the legal drinking age, and not to reveal any other identity attributes. Self-sovereign identity is currently incomplete and immature, however, leaving many questions and concerns about how it will evolve in practice. For example, it remains unclear how many institutions (government or otherwise) will enter the business of providing attestations to users, how secure these attestations will be, or how widely they will be accepted. The privacy-enhancing “self-sovereign” principle could also be undermined if most relying parties demand that users reveal their real name and other personal information as a condition for doing business, as seems inevitable for financial use-cases. And if government-issued ID proves to be the most common or widely-trusted basis for users to obtain attestations to these personal attributes, then self-sovereign identity may prove to be mostly just a slightly-different technological mechanism for online identity-checking as discussed above. For these reasons, while self-sovereign identity approaches are worth watching, they currently appear to be neither mature enough, nor of sufficient value beyond that of standard identity-checking, to be a viable identity basis for CBDCs at the present time.

5 Digital Wallets

Digital wallets are the software applications through which users interact with a system of digital assets, such as currency. A digital wallet typically allows users to view their balance in one or more accounts, make payments, receive currency or digital assets from other users, and sometimes to trade assets or execute other financial transactions. The design and functionality of digital wallets are crucial not only for usability but also for security (users do not like to lose their money) and for privacy.
Popular money-transfer applications such as Venmo or Alipay may be viewed as digital wallets, and banking apps on mobile devices often include wallet-like functionality. These various applications, however, support user management of currency within existing financial infrastructure. They do not create or rely on fundamentally new representations of money such as CBDC. They do, however, provide a rough picture of the features and user experience that digital wallets for CBDCs would need to offer to see widespread adoption.

Software wallets for decentralized cryptocurrencies often resemble these money-transfer applications in terms of their user experience. Cryptocurrency wallets often differ in one essential respect, though: the cryptographic keys that authorize funds transfer may be stored on the user’s personal device itself rather than being entrusted to a remote service. This property makes cryptocurrency wallets more cash-like, in principle eliminating the user’s need to depend on and trust in a centralized financial provider. This dependence on the wallet device rather than a financial provider for key custody presents the similarly cash-like downside of exposing the user to the risk of unrecoverable financial loss if the wallet or device hosting it is compromised or lost. Motivated in part by the extreme security sensitivity of digital wallets, they also come in special-purpose hardware formats that function quite differently and take advantage of the hardware security practices discussed in Section 8.

In our discussion of digital wallets here, we assume for simplicity that the only digital asset the wallet manages is a CBDC, but note that digital wallets can in principle play a role in controlling a broad range of assets (cryptocurrency, digital tokens, smart contracts, digital cats [144], etc.). The capability of a digital wallet to hold many types of assets can itself present both significant opportunities and risks in its own right, as exemplified by the “ICO bubble” that was technologically enabled by Ethereum’s ERC-20 standard [145], [146]. Thus, the question of whether a CBDC is typically held in and used via special-purpose wallets purpose-built to the CBDC, or generic wallets designed to manage a broader class of digital assets, presents important issues and questions to be considered carefully.

Digital wallets provide three main types of functionality: user authentication, transaction authentication, and a user interface for financial transactions. We explore each of these functionality areas in turn.

Figure fig. 5 shows the components and workflow of a digital wallet and can be referred to while reading this section.

5.1 User authentication

To ensure that access to digital wallet assets are limited to the authorized user or users, the wallet must authenticate a user. It must ensure that only the owner or a delegate acting on her behalf is able to operate the wallet or access the currency it controls.

Software wallets often use simple passwords or PINs for this purpose. With increasing reliance on mobile devices, though, it is common for wallets to authenticate users biometrically. Specifically, a user can gain access to her assets by possessing the particular device on which the wallet has been installed and successfully perform-
Figure 5: A digital wallet and example transaction workflow. In this example, a user Alice sends $5 to another user, Carol. Alice interacts with the wallet through its user interface. She first 1⃝ authenticates herself to the wallet. She then 2⃝ instructs the wallet to send $5 to Carol, whom she identifies by means of an account number or username. Her wallet 3⃝ uses a secret key associated with Alice to digitally sign a transaction $Tx$ specifying payment of the $5 and sends $Tx$ to the CBDC system for inclusion on the CBDC ledger.

Note that this figure is strictly conceptual: To ensure privacy, users would be identified on the ledger by means of account numbers or pseudonyms, or for full anonymity might have their identities cryptographically concealed. (See section 6.1.) Additionally, $Tx$ might be processed by a financial intermediary prior to transmission to the CBDC.

The goal of user authentication here overlaps with, but is slightly different than that of identity verification (see section 4.2), which generally aims to prove something about the the real-world identity of a user. Identity verification may be a precondition of wallet registration in some systems, but a wallet, once created, is in a sense agnostic to the user’s identity: Securing the wallet requires only ensuring that the wallet is accessed by the original user (or a delegate).

In the loosest sense of the term, a “digital wallet” may be hosted by a custody service, meaning that it takes the form of an account with a service provider such as a financial institution, and need not be accessed through a particular device or instance of a software application. Custody services are used by many holders of cryptocurrency who wish to avoid the technical complexities – and potential security risks – of direct asset control.
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8Such authentication schemes are sometimes called “two-factor” authentication: They involve a combination respectively of “something-you-have” and “something-you-know” factors [147].
5.2 Transaction authentication

Once authenticated, a user can cause her wallet to perform transactions on currency in her account(s), e.g., sending money to another person. Her wallet must then create and send a transaction message $T$ to the CBDC system for processing—for example, for inclusion on the CBDC’s digital ledger.

As a basic security requirement, the CBDC must ensure that transactions are issued authentically on behalf of the users upon whose assets they operate. If Alice issues a transaction $T$ paying $5$ to Bob, the system must ensure that Alice herself authorized $T$.

In a typical online banking system, the processes of user authentication and transaction authentication are merged. If Alice logs into Piggy Bank, Ltd. (i.e., performs user authentication) and sends $5$ to Bob, the bank can identify the transaction as valid because it has already authenticated Alice. The setting here is simple: The entity that authenticates the user is identical with the one that manages the money she operates on.

A CBDC could operate in this way, requiring users to log onto a web platform to perform transactions. Alternatively, in a two-layer CBDC architecture in which financial intermediaries interface with users, an intermediary can submit transactions on behalf of users it has authenticated. Approaches of this kind where the CBDC operator and/or intermediaries vouch for the authenticity of users’ transactions has the benefit of conceptual and design simplicity, but also has notable drawbacks.

The main drawback is the existence of a single points of compromise that is large and attractive to profit-motivated hackers. An adversary that compromises the infrastructure of any single financial intermediary can forge transactions from any of its users. Similarly, a financial institution could unilaterally freeze the funds of a user. Should the CBDC be able to confirm transactions unilaterally, then it would constitute a single point of compromise for the entire system.

Central to the design of cryptocurrencies is an alternative form of transaction authentication in which transactions are digitally signed in a cryptographic sense by the owners of the currency they transmit. In account-based cryptocurrencies (e.g., Ethereum), each account has an associated public key for verifying the validity of transactions signed by the account holder using a corresponding private key. Only validly signed transactions are included on the blockchain / ledger.

If users manage their own private keys, then the use of digital signatures vests account control directly in the users’ hands. Even if a financial intermediary is compromised, because it does not hold users’ private keys, it cannot sign on their behalf, and thus cannot forge transactions from user accounts. Hybrid models are also possible (see, e.g., [148]) in which both a financial intermediary and a user must sign a transaction in order to authenticate it, helping ensure that compromise of either one does not enable transaction forgery.

In such a digital-signature based CBDC, digital wallets perform transaction authentication by digitally signing the transactions users initiate. They must also play

\[\text{See, e.g., the entry on Digital Signatures, for a primer on digital signatures and public-key cryptography.}\]
the critical function of storing users’ private keys for them. Secure and reliable storage of cryptographic keys has proven a serious challenge in cryptocurrencies, holding important lessons for similar CBDC designs. This challenge is often referred to as the problem of key management.

**Key management:** One statistic neatly sums up the intractability of the key management problem in practice: An estimated 4,000,000 Bitcoin, worth tens of billions of dollars at the time of writing, have disappeared forever because of lost private keys [149]. Key management is so daunting to users that many store their cryptocurrency with exchanges (custody services), such as Coinbase, paradoxically re-centralizing systems whose main selling point is their decentralization.10

In an ideal world, a digital wallet might take the form of an app on a mobile device that secures a users’ private keys effectively and makes them available for signing whenever the user needs them. But what happens if a user loses or breaks her phone? Or she wants to initiate a transaction from a different device? Or her phone is compromised by malicious software?

There is a fundamental tension between security, i.e., preventing theft of private keys, and availability, i.e., ensuring that keys aren’t lost. Perfect security for a private key is easy: Just delete all copies of the key. So is perfect availability: Post the private key on a blockchain. Obviously neither of these solutions is useful. The challenge in building a workable system is striking a good balance between security and availability.

The cryptocurrency ecosystem has evolved various mechanisms in the quest for a good key management solution, with mixed success:

- **Secure hardware:** Most mobile devices contain what are often called secure elements, designed to store keys so that they can only be accessed upon successful user authentication.11 A range of special purpose hardware wallets for cryptocurrency, usually in the form of USB devices, serve a similar purpose. Hardware wallets in principle reduce the risk of funds loss due to remote compromise (e.g., hacking) of the device holding the wallet, but they do not by themselves mitigate the risk of funds loss through the unavailability (loss or destruction) of the wallet device itself. The use of trusted hardware for wallets is further discussed in section 8.4.

- **Mnemonic seeds:** When a user initializes a software or hardware cryptocurrency wallet, she is typically presented with a list of words, known as a mnemonic seed, that encodes her private keys for the wallet. Users are encouraged to write down their mnemonic seeds and store them safely, e.g., in a safe deposit box, to enable recovery of lost private keys. This mechanism helps the user guard against loss of funds through the loss or destruction of the primary device containing the
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10 Coinbase alone reportedly holds some 10% of all Bitcoin in circulation [150].
11 The iPhone has shown that this approach can be quite effective against even powerful adversaries, as shown for example by the difficulty that U.S. law enforcement authorities have encountered in recovering encrypted iPhone data [151].
(hardware or software) wallet, at the cost of introducing a new risk – namely that of the wrong person obtaining the mnemonic seed.

- **Threshold signing / multisig:** It is possible to split a private key into a set of \( n \) shares, as discussed in section 3.2, so that any \( k \) out of \( n \) shares (for \( k \leq n \)) can be used to reconstruct the private key. Advanced cryptographic protocols, e.g., [152], [153] enable generation of a signature from shares without explicit reconstruction. With this kind of setup, it is possible for \( n \) different entities (people or organizations) to exert joint control over a digital asset, with any \( k \) having signing authority.

A popular feature of cryptocurrency wallets today is multisig (multiple signatures) transactions. Multisig transactions are similar in spirit to threshold signing and have the same goal of joint control. They require use of \( k \)-out-of-\( n \) distinct signing keys to validate a transaction, though, instead of shares. Both threshold signing and multisig transactions are different embodiments of the threshold trust approach to decentralization discussed earlier in Section 3.2.

Multisig transactions are technically simpler to implement, because they do not require the signing keys to be generated cooperatively, or even to use the same cryptographic algorithm. They exhibit a subtle privacy-versus-transparency trade-off, however: a threshold signature does not reveal which particular \( k \) out of the \( n \) share-holders signed the transaction, whereas with multisig transactions the set of \( k \) signers authorizing the transaction is clearly visible on the ledger. Threshold signing may be preferable if stronger privacy or group anonymity of the signers is desired. Multisig may be preferable if it is considered important to make each signer individually accountable for the transactions they sign, and to deter attacks in which a threshold of \( k \) signers might secretly collude to authorize a transaction improperly.

Both threshold signing and multisig mechanisms achieve a balance between security and availability that can be parameterized by varying \( k \) and \( n \) and various other enhancements [154], [155]. Its limitations, though, including a need for multiple participating users or devices, make it less readily suitable for the wallets of individual users. Threshold or multisig wallets might in principle enable individuals to recover their funds with the cooperation of some threshold of trusted friends – analogous to the “trusted friends” account recovery path that Facebook already supports – but such social recovery mechanisms have not yet seen widespread support in digital wallets.

**Flexible key management in CBDCs:** Key management is especially challenging in fully decentralized cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum because there is no authority to intervene to remedy failures such as key loss. Erroneous transactions are irreversible; countless users have suffered losses as a result [50]. In CBDCs, however—or indeed, any permissioned currency system—more flexible key management regimes are possible.
One option is to empower the operator of the CBDC or some other authority to *revoke* the public key (and thus corresponding private key) associated with an account, and *authorize new keys*. Such a capability is analogous to the ability to rectify errors in the ledger, as discussed in section 10.4. In a digital-signature-based system, it will be equally essential. Loss and theft of keys is inevitable. A practically workable system must include mechanisms to remedy these eventualities.

This general key-registration capability amounts to near-total control of CBDC funds. By changing keys, it is possible to transfer control of accounts arbitrarily. Consequently, a key registration system would itself represent a critical point of system compromise. One way to mitigate the risk is to vest this capability in a set of authorities, of which an authorized subset must cooperate to make key registration changes. Cryptographic tools such as multisig or threshold signing can serve as a technical foundation for such joint control, another application of threshold trust.

A second and perhaps complementary risk mitigation approach relies on notification and time delays before transactions are executed or become irrevocable. Bitcoin vaults [154], for example, impose a time delay on moving funds out of “cold storage”, giving the owner an opportunity to notice an unauthorized transaction and cancel it with a recovery key. Paralysis proofs [155] enable recovery of funds if too many signers in a threshold or multisig account become unavailable.

A key question that a CBDC design must answer is whether – and for how long – a transaction should be potentially reversible in some way if it is discovered and adequately proven to have been improper. The cash-like, irrevocable finality of cryptocurrency transfers may be attractive for small payments but undesirable for larger, high-stakes transactions in which certainty is more important than speed.

The policies governing conditions under which authorities can alter account access can be largely independent of the technical mechanisms for key registration. These policies can be designed to comply with legal frameworks for asset recovery and transfer, as discussed in section 10, and can involve a blend of automated tools as well as interventions dictated by conventional legal and regulatory institutions.

### 5.3 User interfaces

Just as important as the capabilities of a digital wallet is how it presents these capabilities to CBDC users. User interface design profoundly impacts not only the acceptance of a system by users, but also system security.

The history of Internet browsers abounds with cautionary tales. Hackers and researchers have shown repeatedly how misguided graphical design choices have caused users to misinterpret browser content. Users have as a result been vulnerable to deceptive attacks that cause them to navigate to unintended, malicious sites or click on malicious content even in the face of warnings [156].

USB-type hardware wallets for cryptocurrencies also underscore these challenges. Many include features to prevent malicious software from subverting digital wallets by displaying a valid-seeming cryptocurrency address (account number) to a user but instead generate transactions that send money to attackers. These devices include
built-in displays that show the true destination address for a transaction. User studies, however, show that users derive only limited benefit from these cues [157].

Designers of CBDC wallets will have to contend with similar challenges. Happily, where wallets are managed by financial intermediaries (or a consumer-oriented CBDC platform), it is possible to leverage the array of sophisticated fraud-control mechanisms already prevalent in consumer payment platforms [158], and similarly to benefit from user interface design experience. These fraud-control mechanisms typically depend on some form of manual and/or automatic surveillance of transactions, however, exacerbating the privacy challenges discussed below in Section 6.

Some CBDC proposals, and CBDC-like systems such as Libra, envisage the possibility of sovereign control of wallets by users. Unless the CBDC takes on the task of fraud detection and remediation of transaction errors currently assumed by commercial banks, sovereign wallets will need to adhere to strict security requirements like those in cryptocurrency platforms, and fraud and error will be hard to detect or remediate.

6 Privacy and Transparency

In permissionless and decentralized cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin [17], regulatory oversight and compliance are generally an explicit non-goal: such systems are specifically designed not to be controlled by a state, a bank or any other central authority. In contrast, a CBDC likely needs to support mechanisms to enforce regulatory and compliance rules, as states want to detect and prevent criminal activities and ensure financial stability [10], [159].

At one extreme, we could imagine a CBDC in which transactions were made using real-world identities and were fully visible to an authority like the central bank or law enforcement in the clear. Oversight of compliance rules in such a CBDC, in terms of the detection and prosecution of violations, would be easy. Even if this oversight were done with good intentions, however, it would lay the foundations for large-scale abuse and human rights violations, enabling the government (and potentially private operators like banks) to track individuals with an unprecedented level of granularity.

At the other extreme, a CBDC that offers full privacy may not reveal any information about transactions to the operator(s)—a digital cash of sorts. This in turn would facilitate large-scale money laundering and make it near-impossible for law enforcement to track financial flows. Hence, we expect that most CBDCs will prefer to operate in a middle ground that offers some privacy protections to consumers, while also offering some visibility to auditors and law enforcement.

How to choose such a middle ground will reflect differences in individual or cultural values, likely related to the factors that make some individuals and some societies still prefer the relative anonymity of physical cash for everyday commerce, while others embrace the convenience of credit cards and willingly entrust their personal details and transaction histories to the card issuers. For this reason, it is critical for the identity-management approach a CBDC adopts to fit the cultural values and expectations of its intended user population, and these values may differ from one
Two classes of privacy concerns arise: identity privacy, which concerns the participants in a transaction, and transaction privacy, which concerns the amount of the transaction (or the details of the contract in a smart contract).

In addition to cultural considerations, choosing an appropriate middle ground will also depend on the technical limitations of existing tools. Indeed, there is a fundamental tension between transparency and privacy. On the one hand, transparency is essential to a digital currency because validators must be able to ascertain the correctness of transactions and their compliance with financial regulations. On the other hand, the more information we reveal to validators, the easier it is for those validators (and sometimes even outside observers) to learn information about individual transactions and the people executing them. This tension between privacy and transparency does not imply a “zero-sum” trade-off between the two, however: many privacy-enhancing technologies exist, outlined below, that can achieve privacy together with transparency in various forms.

We consider two types of privacy that a digital currency should consider (Figure 6). The first is identity privacy (Section 6.1), which describes the (in)ability to link transactions or activity to the sender or recipient of a given transaction. For example, we may wish to prevent an observer from learning that Alice sent money on Tuesday. The second is transaction privacy (Section 6.2), which describes the (in)ability to learn the nature of a given transaction. For example, we may wish to prevent an observer from learning that Alice paid $40 to the pharmacy. These categories of privacy require different tools, so we will separate them in the following discussion.

The trade-offs associated with identity and transaction privacy also have implications for decentralization of a CBDC (Section 6.3) and compliance (Section 6.4). Hence, we conclude the section by discussing some of these trade-offs.

### 6.1 Identity privacy

At the most basic level, a payment system can attempt to provide anonymity for its users by identifying them using pseudonyms rather than persistent identifiers. Such
a system might label transactions performed by Alice with a numerical user identifier (e.g., 1234) instead of her real-world identity (“Alice”). This offers a very basic form of anonymity, often called pseudonymity, but pseudonymity is fragile. If Alice, for example, reveals her name to a merchant in the course of a transaction, the merchant learns that 1234 = “Alice”. If the merchant’s customer database is breached, then Alice’s pseudonym could leak more broadly. It improves anonymity if Alice uses different pseudonyms to identify herself to different merchants, or more generally if she goes by a different pseudonym with every user with whom she transacts. In Bitcoin, which is perhaps the most prominent example of a pseudonymous currency deployed today, a pseudonym, also called an address, is the hash of the public key for a digital signature scheme. This means that it does not inherently reveal any information about the user to whom it is tied, and that two pseudonyms cannot inherently be linked together.

In practice, however, pseudonyms can leak information about the participants in a transaction. Indeed, there exist blockchain analytics companies whose entire business model is centered around de-anonymizing users (e.g., Chainalysis [160]). In Bitcoin, it is possible to cluster pseudonyms together according to common transaction patterns [161]–[164]. For example, an exchange may combine the addresses associated with its different users in ways that make it possible to identify that they are all part of the same exchange. An entity storing the ledger of transactions can even perform this clustering retrospectively as they discover new patterns. If they can further tag addresses by performing their own transactions within the network (e.g., depositing coins into and withdrawing coins from an account they create at an exchange), they can identify the real-world owners of not only the addresses they directly interact with but also the broader clusters that their tagged addresses are part of [163]. Even if we consider a completely passive attacker who does not perform their own transactions, lists of tagged Bitcoin addresses are readily available online (e.g., at https://www.walletexplorer.com/). These attacks are best suited to de-anonymizing services like exchanges rather than individuals, but within most cryptocurrencies these exchanges represent a large part of the ecosystem, and a chokepoint in terms of how users can get their money into and out of it.

This simple technique of using pseudonyms has been adopted by most other cryptocurrencies, meaning the de-anonymization attack described above works equally well for them. So-called “privacy coins” such as Zcash and Monero, however, have different ways of forming transactions that use more advanced cryptographic techniques to protect anonymity. Even within these cryptocurrencies though, it is still possible to identify patterns of usage and de-anonymize users and services accordingly [165]–[167]. In Zcash, for example, the main privacy feature is optional, and the majority of transactions do not take advantage of it.

The previous attacks rely solely on analyzing transaction patterns within the ledger itself. However, pseudonymous identifiers can also be used to link accounts to users by exploiting communication network infrastructure; i.e., the Internet. When a user initiates a transaction involving digital currency, they must send a message over the Internet to communicate this transaction to the CBDC validators. For example, the user might send the transaction to their bank, which may act as a validator and
also forward the transaction to the remaining validators. A sophisticated attacker with access to Internet infrastructure (e.g., a nation-state or even a large Internet service provider) may be able to observe this message and identify its point of origination, i.e., IP address, even if the user encrypts their message. IP addresses can sometimes be linked to people, or at least to a person’s hardware. If this same entity is also able to view the ledger, they may be able to link the IP address to an account. This again represents an attack on the anonymity of users, since an entity other than the user’s bank can link financial accounts to a user’s IP address.

**Solutions:** Prior experience suggests two main approaches for managing this class of attacks. The first approach is to eliminate pseudonymous identifiers. Cryptographic techniques can ensure that any two transactions by the same user cannot be linked together via the transaction contents, but can still be validated [168]. Although these techniques increase the complexity of implementation, they make it much harder for an adversary to link a user to their transactions.

Even without pseudonyms, it may still be able to link individual transactions to an IP address, using the previously described techniques. A common approach for addressing this concern is to alter the network relay dynamics. For example, instead of sending the transaction directly to a validator, the user may route her transaction through proxies using third-party services such as Tor [169]. However, this solution is not scalable to millions of people, nor is it usable by the average user due to high technical complexity. Additionally, it requires users to trust a third-party service, which may itself be vulnerable to attacks. Indeed, state-level adversaries have been known to break the anonymity of proxy services like Tor successfully [170], [171].

In general, there are no cryptocurrencies or privacy features today that make it impossible for attackers to learn information about the identity of senders and recipients in the network. This suggests that making the ledger of a CBDC globally visible would be undesirable, and that similarly it is not clear how to prevent validators (i.e., the organizations maintaining the ledger) from learning information. This further suggests that achieving similar anonymity guarantees to physical cash, at the same time as achieving forms of regulatory oversight (as we discuss in Section 6.4), is an open and challenging problem.

**Active probing attacker:** An average client does not typically meet the storage requirements needed to store something like the ledger of a cryptocurrency: e.g., the Bitcoin blockchain is currently on the order of hundreds of gigabytes. In a CBDC, clients may be unlikely to have direct access to the ledger anyway if it is centralized or permissioned, as discussed earlier in Section 3.3. As discussed above, this means that clients are likely to submit their transactions to the ledger through a validator, who will then be able to identify that client as the sender in the transaction.

Similarly, clients who receive a transaction may want to check with a validator if it is in the ledger or not. In Bitcoin, this is equivalent to a lightweight client, who stores only the headers of blocks, performing this check with a full node. Rather than completely trusting the full node to give the right answer, the client asks them for a
proof that the transaction is included in a block, which the client can verify against
the block header. Clients may be more willing to trust validators in a CBDC (al-
though they should not have to), but the privacy issue remains that asking about the
transaction directly is a clear signal that the client was a recipient in that transaction:
there is no reason why they would know about or be interested in it otherwise.

Furthermore, some version of this attack could be carried out by a remote attacker
who just observes the network connection between the client and the validator \[172\].
If the data is not encrypted in transit, for example, then they have the exact same
information as the validator. Even if the data is encrypted, a remote attacker can learn
information – for example, whether or not the client was interested in a transaction
– based on the timing of its network traffic. It is thus important to protect these
network connections by encrypting all traffic, and for all participants to use constant-
time algorithms to avoid revealing information via timing channels.

In addition to the network-level anonymization techniques discussed above, it
may be possible to run a type of private set intersection or oblivious transfer protocol
instead, so that the client learns only whether or not the transaction is included and
the validator learns nothing. This is an open research area, however, and furthermore
one that typically involves the usage of advanced cryptographic techniques. Some
approaches have instead relied on trusted hardware, as discussed in Section 8.

A more concrete approach is to design the ledger so that a client does not require
active privacy-sensitive communication with anyone in order to check if a transaction
is included in the ledger. In the SkipChain structure \[173\], \[174\], for example, all
committed blocks are collectively signed by a rotating committee of signing trustees,
whose evolution is similarly validated by collectively-signed “forward links.” This
structure enables any client to provide any other client with a direct cryptographic
proof of a transaction’s commitment to the ledger, without needing to make privacy-
sensitive queries to full nodes or other third parties. While there are complexity costs
and security trade-offs to be considered in this approach, the Libra blockchain has
adopted it \[175\] and some variant may be appropriate for CBDCs more broadly.

### 6.2 Transaction privacy

Beyond identity, there are other aspects of blockchain computations that users might
wish to keep private. First, they may wish to mask the input data. In a digital
currency, this might correspond to transaction amounts. In a smart contract platform,
this could include other metadata, such as private customer data. Second, users may
wish to mask the nature of the computation being executed by a smart contract. As
one example, a group of participants may want to compute a private algorithm for
predicting the viability of a loan, without revealing the structure of that algorithm to
other CBDC participants. These two challenges of data privacy and program privacy,
respectively, are generally addressed by different technical approaches in practice.

**Data privacy:** The simplest form of data privacy is hiding the amount of a trans-
action. This typically involves the use of more advanced cryptographic techniques,
such as encryption or commitments. Here, however, it is crucial to keep in mind the
balance between privacy and verifiability: the amount that a user is sending can be hidden using encryption, but it is equally important that users cannot send more money than they actually possess. Validators must thus be able to check this property, at an absolute minimum, even without knowing the amount themselves. This is typically achieved using advanced cryptographic primitives known as zero-knowledge proofs. Such proofs allow the sender to prove that the amount they are sending does not exceed their current balance without revealing the amount or their balance.

To reap the benefits of zero-knowledge proofs, participants must be able to generate and validate transactions containing encrypted data. This design choice has trade-offs in terms of transaction efficiency. Zero-knowledge proofs typically take longer to generate and verify than a regular unencrypted transaction (on the order of seconds). While such a delay is negligible in blockchains with long confirmation times (e.g., Zcash), it could be a concern in a CBDC. A more significant concern is that validators likely want more than just this basic level of verifiability, in order to ensure compliance with financial regulations. This is a challenging problem that we discuss further in Section 6.4.

Another limitation of zero-knowledge proofs is that they can only prove facts about confidential data held off the ledger, but cannot ensure that the data is actually retained or disclosed when policy requires, as determined by a regulatory process or a smart contract for example. If policy allows transaction amounts and participant identities to be normally hidden but requires them to be disclosed if a relevant account comes under investigation, for example, then zero-knowledge proofs are inadequate by themselves because they can prove that the transaction amounts and identities are valid and exist but cannot ensure their retention and disclosure at investigation time. Some experimental ledger designs allow confidential data to be stored on-chain and collectively entrusted to the blockchain validators, which cooperate to control and record accesses, and to decrypt or transfer the confidential data when authorized [176], [177]. This design ensures that the ledger itself can retain and enforce selective disclosure or transfer of confidential transaction information on demand, at the cost of requiring users to place slightly higher privacy trust in the collective set of ledger validators.

Program privacy: Generalizing these ideas to smart contracts is challenging for two reasons. First, the inputs to a smart contract can be much more complex than inputs to a regular transaction. Second, the operations executed in smart contracts are also more complex. These issues make it difficult to extend zero-knowledge proof techniques for verifying encrypted transactions to arbitrary smart contracts. A common alternative is using secure multiparty computation (SMC). SMC is a class of techniques allowing multiple parties to compute a function of encrypted data without learning the function inputs. Although SMC is generally computationally inefficient, recent efforts have modified industrial blockchains like Hyperledger Fabric to support a curated class of SMC smart contracts optimized for performance, e.g., running private auctions [178].

Another possibility is for a subset of participants to perform the computation
locally and report only a commitment to its new state to the ledger. Again, this raises the question of verifiability: how can validators be sure these compute nodes are not lying? One approach is to provide strong disincentives for dishonest behavior, by allowing other participants to challenge the results of a computation and have the network punish compute nodes who are caught lying [179]. Another is to have compute nodes run the computation inside of a trusted execution environment (TEE), or enclave, which guarantees that their reported results are correct and that all data inside the enclave is kept private [180]. Finally, compute nodes can provide a succinct zero-knowledge proof that they executed the computation correctly [181]. All of these approaches have trade-offs in terms of their functionality, efficiency, and required levels of trust (for example, in the compute nodes or the TEE manufacturer) that must be taken into account when considering their use in a deployed application like a CBDC.

6.3 Privacy and decentralization

Considerations of centralization versus decentralization, introduced earlier in Section 3 from a ledger infrastructure security and trust perspective, create similarly complex privacy considerations and tradeoffs that we briefly outline here.

One of the central questions is what the CBDC’s threat model should be for privacy purposes: i.e., from whom should the CBDC protect sensitive identity and/or transaction data? If it is acceptable from a social, legal, and risk perspective to require users to place complete trust in the central bank to protect their privacy, for example, then a fully centralized design may be both simplest and most effective at protecting clients from each other. In such a design, however, a single bulk data breach of just one replica of the permissioned ledger or an associated sensitive database can expose the identities and financial histories of millions of users at once, as the Equifax breach affecting nearly half the US adult population amply demonstrated [182].

Many privacy and cryptocurrency advocates, therefore, favor more decentralized approaches to privacy protection, which a CBDC design should consider. The three main forms of decentralization introduced earlier in Section 3.2 – role separation, trust dispersal, and threshold trust – are all potentially useful to varying degrees in protecting user privacy against the compromise of any one server or authority.

Role separation: The Bank of England’s proposed delegation of account and identity management to a Payment Interface Provider (PIP) [10], for example, makes it simple to give users a limited form of accountable anonymity [183] for identity privacy. If the central bank normally treats accounts as pseudonymous public keys, and only the PIPs verify and record the associated identity information, then individuals are at least pseudonymous with respect to the central bank and the ledger transactions it processes – provided, of course, the PIP adequately protects this identity information. The PIP can disclose the identity associated with an account under suspicion to the central bank or an independent investigator as appropriate, however, to address regulatory compliance and anti-money laundering considerations. In cultures
where banking customers are more inclined to trust private companies than governments with their personal information, this form of role separation for privacy may be reasonable and useful, however limited.

**Trust dispersal:** The delegation of identity management to *multiple* commercial PIPs can similarly benefit privacy in terms of trust dispersal: the breach of a single PIP in principle affects only that PIP’s customers, and not the CBDC’s entire user population. While trust dispersal reduces the aggregate amount of trust placed in any one PIP, it does not necessarily do anything to improve the situation of – or perhaps to placate – each of those unlucky customers whose PIP has suffered a data breach. Further, the real possibility that the PIP service market could become dominated by a few large players – as in the case of credit rating services like Equifax in the US [182] – limits the privacy protection we can expect from decentralization via role separation and/or trust dispersal alone. Experience indicates that almost any centralized database of sensitive personal information inevitably becomes a prime target for hackers, identity thieves, industrial spies, or foreign adversaries. Therefore, while the two-level separation between central bank and multiple PIPs is a promising starting point already being embraced by multiple CBDC projects, including the digital yuan (Section 11.2) and the e-krona [5], we recommend that it be viewed merely as a starting point and not as a complete decentralized privacy solution.

**Threshold trust:** Analogous to the way that Byzantine state machine replication (SMR) protects the integrity of a ledger against any one compromised server (§3.3), *threshold cryptography* techniques such as Shamir secret sharing [184] protects the *privacy* of confidential information from any one compromised server holding a *share* of it. A threshold number of the parties holding shares must work together to decrypt or do anything with the threshold-encrypted data. With 3-of-5 secret sharing, for example, there are five independent trustees each holding one share, at least three of which must work together to decrypt the data. Threshold signing, discussed earlier in Section 5.2, is just one of numerous applications of threshold cryptography. Other applications include secure decentralized data deletion [185], or decentralized management of *on-chain secrets* entrusted to a ledger [176], [177]. Proper use of threshold cryptography could in principle address the tension between user identity privacy and the investigatory needs of law enforcement, as discussed below in Section 6.4.

To counter a common misunderstanding, a complete data breach in one of the five trustees in this example does not cause one-fifth of the data to be leaked. Instead, correctly-implemented threshold cryptography ensures that complete data breaches in one or even two of the trustees results in no data leakage. Only under a “full-threshold” breach, of three trustees simultaneously in this example, is any data leaked at all. At that point, all data may be leaked in bulk. Thus, in such systems it is critical that thresholds be chosen carefully to minimize the possibility of a full-threshold breach, while balancing this risk against data availability risks due to too many trustees failing or being affected simultaneously by network outages for example.

It is worth pointing out the cautionary note that a large number of projects and
technologies claim to “use blockchain” to “secure” sensitive private data, but do not actually implement decentralized privacy protection. In particular, most blockchain-based systems designed to manage personal information actually entrust the privacy of the data either to a mobile device, which may be lost or stolen; to a cloud service, which is a central authority that may suffer a data breach; or to a hardware security module (HSM), which may have bugs or side-channel leaks. The “blockchain” in such designs typically only records uses of the private data that the centralized data trustee device claims to have performed. If the trustee device (mobile device, cloud service, or HSM) is compromised, however, it can readily leak the private data to an adversary without recording this fact on the blockchain. Referring back to the C-I-A triad (§3.1), even a blockchain that perfectly protects its integrity and availability cannot protect the confidentiality of a user’s data if that data is held off-chain by a centralized trustee that might leak it without even recording that fact on the ledger.

6.4 Privacy and compliance

Today, most countries have compliance rules whose goal is to protect the economy against malicious activities like money laundering or tax evasion. (Specifics, such as the United States requirement that cash transactions exceeding 10,000 USD must be reported to the government, are discussed in Section 10.2.) If a central bank were to deploy a CBDC, most likely it would want to have mechanisms in place that allow it to detect or prevent large transactions that exceed such limits (or series of small transactions that exceed the limit combined). That is, the CBDC implementation should support the enforcement of pre-existing compliance rules. We discuss anti-money-laundering (AML) laws in more detail in Section 10.2.

Additionally, the introduction of a CBDC might create the need to introduce and enforce new compliance rules. One particular threat is the implications of a CBDC for financial stability. During a financial crisis people might get worried about a bank run and want to move bank deposits into CBDC (which would be free of such risks by definition). This could, in turn, make the risk of bank run seem even more probable and create a vicious cycle. The potentially resulting massive shifting of funds might threaten the stability of the entire financial system. This threat is brought up in the CBDC discussion paper from the Bank of England [10] and also mentioned in the working paper of the European Central Bank (ECB) [159]. As a potential solution, both documents suggest limits of how much CBDC any individual can hold at a given time. Such a holding limit is an example of a new compliance rule that might be needed, if a CBDC were to be introduced.

Challenges: Recent research efforts have explored the question of how to combine anonymous payments with compliance and oversight. In the context of token-based digital currencies, Camenisch et al. designed a solution that allows users to make payments such that they remain anonymous but the bank who issued the coins can enforce simple compliance policies such as per-user payment limits [186]. The main problem with such solutions is that they do not provide recipient anonymity or hide payment amounts. In the context of ledger-based digital currencies, Garman et al. studied
how similar compliance policies could be realized in payment systems like Zcash that provide strong privacy protection [187]. The drawback of such schemes is that they require expensive zero-knowledge proofs (SNARKs) and a trusted setup phase. Wüst et al. showed how simple payment limits can be combined with more lightweight anonymous payments that leverage cryptographic commitments [188]. One problem of such solutions is that transaction linking is still possible. Additionally, all above mentioned schemes require an enrollment phase where the identity of the user is verified by a trusted authority which may further complicate the adoption of a CBDC.

Recent work on privacy-preserving surveillance [189]–[194] may suggest CBDC designs that could provide strong privacy protection for transaction amounts and identities while ensuring not just proactive compliance (e.g., conformance with account balance or payment limits) but also retroactive compliance like retention and disclosure of confidential information in an investigation. An example privacy-preserving investigation process might require a “warrant” targeting a transaction or account of interest, even if the target’s identity is as-yet unknown [190], [192]. Such a warrant, authorized by an independent judge and tallied in aggregate accountability mechanisms [193], [194], might authorize the transfer of encrypted on-chain secrets [176], [177] containing transaction amounts, identities, and other information to an investigator.

In general, the question of how to achieve payment privacy and enforcement of compliance rules with good performance, acceptable trust assumptions, and simple adoption is challenging. While the technological building blocks for such designs already exist, building them into operational, secure and privacy-preserving systems thus far remains an open challenge.

7 Smart Contracts

Many state-of-the-art digital assets feature a smart contract programming language. This is a way that independent third-party independent developers can extend the digital asset with new functionality. It is not necessary for a CBDC to provide smart contracts in order to fulfill its primary role as a digital currency, and some CBDCs (including the digital yuan, for example) are unlikely to do so. However, smart contracts can be an important way that a CBDC fosters innovation from other entities such as commercial banks and fintech providers.

There is a broad design space of smart contract languages for a CBDC to consider, and potentially many pitfalls. Notably, there have been many expensive losses in cryptocurrencies like Ethereum due to smart contract coding errors (known as “bugs”) that have led to either accidental losses or else made them vulnerable to deliberate attacks from opportunistic hackers. If a CBDC incorporates smart contract functionalities, then it will be important to consider safety and security when designing these.

Background: Smart contracts arise from the need to extend the spending limits and policies provided by digital assets, some of which are described in Sec-
tion 5. For example, to help secure high-value accounts, it is considered a best practice to attach restrictions such as "Funds from account A may only spent with authorization from any two out of Alice, Bob, and Carol" or "Only $1000 can be spent per day", as well as many other possible variations or combinations. Smart contracts provide a flexible way for users to define and customize such policies.

More generally, smart contracts can behave like trusted third parties, realized using software. Smart contracts can include conditional statements, for example, in very high level pseudocode,

Alice may choose before time T whether to receive either $10 or 10 TOK from Bob

or

"If the price of TOK tokens exceeds P, then transfer $X from Alice to Bob".

These policies are codified into machine-readable programs that can be executed by the system operators. Alice's choice in the above example, would be expressed through a digital signature, which is then checked by system operator according to the rules of the program.

In many applications, including the above examples, the correspondence with traditional legal contracts is fairly clear: The program code is available on-chain for both parties to see, hence it reflects the mutual agreement between them. The parties to the contract use digital signatures to express their intent to be bound by the contract and their acceptance of its terms. The contract may explicitly define the consideration to (automatically) transferred upon fulfilling the contract. Other applications of smart contracts do not as easily fit this pattern. For example, some of the most popular applications have included auctions, lottery games, and exchange services. Once funds are deposited into an account associated with a smart contract program, such funds are subject to those programmatic rules.

Smart contracts have emerged as an important tool for innovation in today's digital assets. Many of the most widely used applications, such as auctions exchanges, as well as safety features like multi-signature wallets, have been written by independent developer teams separate from the core developers responsible for the platform. Since the developers of smart contracts are not explicitly trusted by the platform, the design of the smart contract language is essential in defining the boundary for untrusted developers. As one example, regardless of how a user customizes their smart contract, they should not be able to inflate or counterfeit the underlying digital currency. This is achieved in Ethereum by defining the programming language, known as the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) so that upon encountering any instruction that makes an account balance go negative the entire transaction is reverted. Thus smart contracts can be thought of as defining the ground rules for a sandbox, within which developers are allowed to innovate.
7.1 Striking a balance between safety and extensibility

The need for program verification: Even in Ethereum’s first few years of operation, we have seen numerous expensive disasters caused in part by smart contract “bugs”, errors introduced when developing the smart contract programs. These have underscored the importance of program verification and other verification tools that can help identify such errors or correct for them. A few are especially instructive for illustrating some potential solutions: the 2016 theft of $50M USD worth of Ether from “The DAO” smart contract, the July 2017 theft of $30M USD worth of Ether from the Parity Wallet smart contract,12 and the November 2017 accidental loss of $30M USD worth of Ether from the same Parity Wallet smart contract. In all three of these incidents, the underlying programming errors were subtle and were not found during security audits and code reviews. In the first two incidents, the vulnerabilities were deliberately exploited by hackers who aimed to profit from the theft, while in the third case the loss was triggered by accident — the funds were not stolen, they were simply made inaccessible. A CBDC should take efforts to prevent such disasters with forethought.

Support for verification and analysis: The expensive disasters mentioned above, as well as many others, have led to an active research effort in designing and applying program analysis and verification tools to smart contracts [195]. Program analysis tools aim to identify known classes of bugs, and rule out certain kinds of misbehavior. Program verification aims to provide a guarantee that the software satisfies certain requirements (e.g., that an account balance cannot go negative), or implements a formal specification. These tools can be used to help developers avoid bugs in the first place, and can also be employed by users performing due diligence to inform their decisions about whether to use the contract. Most smart contract language compilers and editors, such as the Remix IDE in Ethereum, contain some degree of ad-hoc bug and hazard detection — for example, warning users if a contract has code that resembles bugs that have occurred in the past. Complementary tools like Mythril, Oyente and others can also be used to evaluate smart contracts. Besides smart-contract specific tools, there are also generic frameworks for program analysis that can be adapted to this use. In particular, the K-Framework has been used to analyze a large number of Ethereum smart contracts [196].

Some program analysis tools can be directly built into the smart contract language, effectively preventing classes of bugs from appearing in the first place. For example, the information flow language13 allows the programmer to annotate the smart contract with trust relationships, i.e. “Alice should not be able to affect Bob’s outcome in this contract.” The information flow type checker can catch errors where the smart contract implementation fails to enforce this constraint. As another example, some important invariants such as that digital assets should not be counterfeited, can be enforced through so-called “linear types” [197], [198] in essence, quantities of currency are annotated as “linear”, which means they must behave like conserved quantities that

12https://hackingdistributed.com/2017/07/22/deep-dive-parity-bug
13https://github.com/Neroysq/VyperFlow
are exchanged, but not created or destroyed. Some languages, such as Michelson and Plutus, are based on functional (rather than stack- or register-based) programming models, which may make it easier to adapt new program analysis tools.

A CBDC could help avoid smart contract programming errors by developing program analysis tools alongside the CBDC platform itself. To the extent a CBDC must choose which existing smart contract technologies to co-opt from, it should take into consideration the maturity and effectiveness of available program analysis tools. A CBDC may choose to require mandatory requirements for some kinds of program analysis, which could be enforced automatically by the platform.

**Expressiveness, restrictiveness, and domain-specific languages:** None of the promising applications for a CBDC strictly require a smart contract programming language at all. Instead, capabilities anticipated by the CBDC platform designers can be implemented. This would prevent bugs introduced by new smart contracts developed by third-party developers, but would also foreclose on their potential innovations.

Many smart contract systems in use today offer some compromise in between a fully general purpose smart contract language and hardwired applications. Some smart contract systems like Bitcoin script are based on a general purpose programming language but with many control-flow structures (like for-loops) removed. This can make programs easier to analyze, but also rules out many applications. Another approach, called “domain specific” languages (DSLs), which includes DAML, BitML, offer some flexibility to generalize, but are designed primarily around particular classes of applications such as auctions or bilateral agreements.

**Support for upgrades, reversibility, and redactions:** Even a language selected with security in mind will inevitably encounter bugs and mistakes. These bugs may arise through user error, creative development, or malicious intent. A CBDC may anticipate needing to employ a variety of mitigation and remediation strategies, which may include overwriting account balances, changing the code of a smart contract, or potentially other modifications. It is true that blockchains are “immutable” in the sense that the historical record of past transactions, since they are copied widely between the system operators as well as the users, are likely to remain available and may be difficult to suppress. However, the rules of a blockchain can be changed by the system operators, and in fact this has been an important way that many mistakes and disasters have been remediated in existing digital assets. As an example, the earlier-mentioned theft of $60 million USD worth of Ethereum cryptocurrency affecting The DAO in 2016 was addressed in such a way. A large segment of the Ethereum community agreed to a “hard fork,” which effectively transferred coins from the thief’s account back to the original participants of The DAO. Although the remediation in this case was successful, this has not always been the case. It took over a month to coordinate on the hard fork change, but in most cases an attacker would have been able to escape with the funds in a matter of hours, making such a hard fork ineffective. There have been several proposals from the research community, known as “reparable” or “redactable” blockchains [199], [200], that aim to simplify
the process of applying such remediations so they can be applied more swiftly.

Even without relying on intervention from the platform itself, smart contract developers can build “upgradeability” features into their applications themselves. For example, OpenZeppelin, a popular library of smart contract templates, provides such a feature as a proxy layer. Essentially, the code for the outer layer, which indeed must be immutable, delegates its authority to a dynamically-named contract that can be updated by the original creator of the contract. A CBDC may minimize the need to take platform-level remediations by encouraging smart contract administrators, such as fintech companies or commercial banks, to make use of such mechanisms.

**Handling contention and concurrency in transactions:** An important way in which smart contract languages have differed is in how they handle concurrent transactions and shared resources under contention. A benign example of a concurrent transactions is the following scenario, which is reminiscent of check floating in traditional (non-blockchain) banking.

1. Alice’s account balance is initially $10. She initiates a transaction $T$ that sends $20 to Bob - more than she has in her account.

2. Alice receives $10 into her account because of a transfer on-chain, such as a withdrawal from an exchange. Alice’s account now holds a $20 credit.

3. Transaction $T$ is committed on the blockchain, transferring her entire $20 account balance to Bob.

Such “floating” transactions are supported in account-based cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum, just as they do with checks in the traditional banking system. It works because the identifier for Alice’s account does not depend on its history of transfers. In contrast, with digital assets based on “Unspent Transaction Outputs” (UTXOs), such as Bitcoin, a transaction must refer not to the account identifier, but to the prior transfers that provide the source of funds. Hence in a UTXO-based digital asset, Alice could not initiate her transaction (Step 1) until after her withdrawal transaction is authorized (Step 2).

For other applications, such as auctions, this restriction on concurrent transactions makes the UTXO model far less flexible. Consider an auction, in which any member of the public can place a bid, and each bid is assigned a sequence number. The following example in pseudocode illustrates how such a mechanism could be implemented in an Ethereum-like digital asset:

```plaintext
memory cell BidCounter := 0;
function PlaceBid() {
  ...
  BidCounter := BidCounter + 1;
  ...
}
```

14 [https://docs.openzeppelin.com/upgrades/2.8/writing-upgradeable](https://docs.openzeppelin.com/upgrades/2.8/writing-upgradeable)
Suppose Alice and Bob each place a bid at roughly the same time — one or the other would be processed first, depending on network timing or potentially left to the choice of the system operator. However, this would be very difficult to implement in the UTXO model. One approach would be to represent the current value of BidCounter as a UTXO; a bid would need to “spend” the current value, and “create” a new UTXO for the updated value. If Alice and Bob place bids at roughly the same time, then only one of them would be committed, and the other would have to be resubmitted.

Besides account based and UTXO-based transaction models, other choices are possible as well. The Execute-Order-Validate model from Hyperledger Fabric lies somewhere in between. While account identifiers are used when initiating a transaction, the transactions are checked for “overlapping read/write sets” (such as the BidCounter in the above example), hence concurrently submitted bids may or may not need to be resubmitted, depending on the implementation of the system operator.

To summarize, the UTXO model can be seen as a restrictive case of the account model, which can avoid some potential hazards or delays (effectively preventing “check float”), but that also limit the ability to implement mechanisms like auctions through the smart contract system.

The potential of smart contracts to accelerate systemic risks:  Even besides coding flaws, smart contracts may function exactly as intended by their creators, and yet when interacting together may lead to systemic hazards. Some set of smart contracts, such as stablecoins and other decentralized finance (DeFi) instruments, are highly interdependent, and rely on each other as collateral. It can be difficult to identify when the conditions are ripe for cascading “bank runs” on these instruments.

A fascinating recent example of systemic risks brought about by smart contracts has been the use of “flash loans” in price manipulation attacks. Flash loans are a particular kind of smart-contact enabled loan, for which there is no clear analog in traditional finance. In a flash loan, a user offers up their digital assets for a limited range of “zero counterparty risk” uses. Essentially, the rules of the smart contract guarantee that the funds that must be borrowed and repaid all within the timespan of a single transaction. This condition is automatically enforced by the smart contract code, which checks the account balance at the beginning and end of the transaction, and invalidates the entire transaction if these do not match. An example of a legitimate use of such a loan is an arbitrage opportunity across on-chain exchanges. If the currency can be traded in a cycle across multiple exchanges, all within a single atomically-executed (all-or-nothing) transaction, then a flash loan can enable both the arbitrageur as well as the lender to earn a profit. However, flash loans can also be used to manipulate market mechanisms whose “price estimate” can be temporarily affected by the movement of the flash-lent funds.

Limitations of enforcing policies through restrictions at the CBDC platform level:  It may be tempting to think that a CBDC can limit the unsafe use of digital assets simply by restricting the expressiveness of the smart contract language. However, we have seen that even simple smart contract languages can be extended
to new features by sufficiently clever developers, even in ways that are not intentionally supported. For example, even basic digital assets with only a plain digital signature can be enhanced with “threshold signing” functionality (as described in Section 5) without any explicit support from the platform. A CBDC may collaborate with regulators to restrict such uses, but enforcing them may be outside of what can be automatically enforced within the system.

At an extreme, desirable smart contract features that are not provided by the CBDC platform itself, may be achieved by relying on third party custodians. This is already the case, for example, with stablecoins such as Coinbase’s USDC. This is backed by deposits of dollars custodied by Coinbase itself as a third party, hence relies in trust in them as an administrator. It is possible that limiting the extensibility of the CBDC in an attempt to improve safety may have the unintended effect of driving more users to services outside the sphere of influence of the central bank. This may be an argument in favor of the CDBC providing smart contract features.

7.2 Off-chain protocols and advanced cryptography

While the focus of most program analysis and safety features for smart-contract based applications have focused on the smart contracts themselves, smart contracts are only one of several software components making up the entire application. Other software, such as the (often web-based) user interfaces can potentially contain bugs and lead to dangers as well. It will be important for the CBDC to consider safety features and analysis standards for these software components as well.

As one example, in order to support rapid micropayments, faster than what can be provided directly by the platform, smart contracts can enable “off-chain” payment channels, which involves a smart contract acting in concert with digitally signed messages exchanged between parties as well. These off-chain messages and digital signatures should be scrutinized to the same degree as the smart contract. In general, to improve performance and reduce execution (i.e., gas) costs, smart contract developers have found ways to make use of complex arrangements involving cryptographic evidence and minimally-trusted third parties. These includes “roll-ups”, or verifiable computing, which can accelerate the task of validating a blockchain.

7.3 Smart contracts as a two-layer architecture

It may be most effective for a CBDC to function as a two-layered system, where the central bank issues digital tokens to commercial banks that in turn maintain the digital wallets and define the smart contract languages. The central bank could focus on defining a minimal set of features, just what is necessary to support the flow of funds between the layers, while the innovation and customization is developed by the commercial banks at the second layer.

One approach is to consider each of the commercial banks, as well as the central bank, to maintain its own instance of a blockchain. The challenge then is to provide a way to manage the transfer of assets from one chain to another. There has been significant research and development work on defining protocols for interoperability.
cross independent blockchains, such as HyperService, Aspen, Interledger, Cosmos, Protean, and sidechains [177], [201]–[203]. The basic idea of interoperability is that digital assets defined on Blockchain A can serve as a backing store for “shadow assets” defined on Blockchain B. The backing assets retain the security and monetary policy properties of Blockchain A, while the shadow assets can be traded and used in smart contracts according to the functionality defined by Blockchain B. This two-tier structure could function quite similar to how central banks currently provide reserve accounts that commercial banks must use as backing assets. The main challenge in interoperability is to ensure that the operators of the backing blockchain do not need to be aware of all the details of all the other blockchains, as otherwise this would undermine the extensibility and scalability benefits of point of independent operation. The minimal requirements to support such operation are that the backing Blockchain A can recognize a limited number of transactions (e.g., withdraw and deposit) on the shadow Blockchain B. In the simplest case, Blockchain B is identified simply by the public key of a fixed service provider responsible for it. The operators of Blockchain A can identify valid transactions on Blockchain B from these signatures. Other cases are more challenging. A research focus has been to define interoperability between public blockchains based on proof-of-work [53] and proof-of-stake [62], [204], which pose several challenges due to the design of their consensus protocols. If the CBDC is based on a permissioned blockchain architecture, it may be much simpler to define interoperability using simple digital signatures.

8 Secure Hardware

The role of secure hardware in digital currencies is a controversial and often misunderstood topic. The goal of this section is to provide non-expert readers a brief introduction to secure hardware technology and discuss both the main benefits and the limitations of the currently available secure hardware variants. We explain the problems of simple digital currency schemes that rely on secure hardware and discuss better ways to leverage secure hardware. Finally, we provide recommendations regarding the use of secure hardware for organizations like central banks that are currently investigating CBDC deployments.

8.1 Brief introduction to secure hardware

The term “secure hardware” commonly refers to a computing environment whose goal is to protect data and computation. Secure hardware can be used to execute security-critical applications such that their data and execution is protected and isolated from the rest of the computing platform that can be untrusted.

The use of secure hardware can enable significant security improvements compared to application execution on standard computing platforms such as PCs and smartphones. In standard computing platforms, the security of any executed application relies on the trustworthiness of a very large software stack that includes the entire operating system (OS) and thus millions of lines of code, and also the trustworthiness of the
entity who operates the computing platform like an administrator. This standard trust model is illustrated in Figure 7, on the left. In comparison, when the same application is executed inside secure hardware, its security relies only on the correctness of the application code itself (e.g., few hundred lines), and the assumption that the protections of the secure hardware technology itself cannot be circumvented.

Secure hardware variants: Secure hardware can be realized in two main ways. The first common approach is a separate module or a chip that is connected to the rest of the computing platform over an interconnect. This approach is shown in Figure 7, on the right. The second common option, and one that has gained popularity recently, is to enhance the general-purpose CPU such that it provides a “trusted execution environment”, also known as TEE. The code that is executed inside the TEE is protected, with hardware and software enforcement, from other untrusted code that runs on the same platform. This approach is shown in Figure 7, in the middle.

On commodity computing platforms, such as PCs, the prime example of currently widely available secure hardware technology is Intel’s SGX [205]. SGX creates a TEE where applications, called enclaves, are protected from other code running on the same platform. SGX enclaves are supported by practically all latest Intel CPUs and the SGX architecture is open in the sense that it allows third parties to develop their own enclaves.

Most modern smartphones support two types of secure hardware. First, smartphones are typically equipped with a smart card (SIM card). Most smart cards are closed systems, as installing new code inside them requires permission from its issuer (e.g., mobile network operator). Second, many smartphones support the ARM
TrustZone [206] architecture which realizes a TEE on the main CPU of the mobile device. Permission from the mobile device manufacturer is typically needed to run new applications inside a TrustZone TEE, and thus TrustZone can be considered a closed platform as well.

Security-critical server platforms often use external hardware secure hardware modules (HSMs). Compared to the previously listed commodity secure hardware variants, modern HSMs are specialized and expensive hardware equipment that typically provide various protections against physical tampering and other attacks [207].

Other secure hardware variants exist too. For example, portable standalone devices can be used to store cryptographic keys for use cases such as two-factor authentication [82] and cryptocurrency client credential storage [208]. For the latter, see more details from Section 5 where digital wallets are discussed.

**Security properties:** Most secure hardware designs, whether realized as a separate chip or integrated in the main CPU, have two main security properties. The first is data confidentiality, which means that secrets like cryptographic keys that are stored and processed inside the secure hardware should be protected from unauthorized access. The second is execution integrity, which means that external parties that communicate with the secure hardware can be guaranteed that the intended code was executed correctly inside the secure hardware.

One simple approach to realize execution integrity is to rely on a closed secure hardware platform where only pre-vetted code can be executed. In such systems the code correctness is based on whitelisting by a trusted authority like the secure hardware vendor. Another, typically more flexible approach is to allow execution of any code inside the secure hardware, and to let other parties verify the correctness of the code through a process called remote attestation [209]. Remote attestation is an interactive protocol that can be executed between the secure hardware and a remote verifier who wants to examine which code is run inside the secure hardware. The secure hardware is trusted to execute the examined (attested) code faithfully, and thus ensure its execution integrity.

### 8.2 Limitations of secure hardware technology

Secure hardware can enable significant security benefits, as long as the protections of the secure hardware itself hold. In this section we discuss possible ways that adversaries can attempt to break secure hardware protections and the estimated feasibility of such attacks.

**Software-based side channels:** One common way to attack secure hardware is through side channels. TEEs like Intel SGX and ARM TrustZone share their hardware with the rest of the computing platform, which creates a potential susceptibility to side-channel attacks, where malicious software on the same CPU attempts to infer secrets that are processed inside the TEE based on utilization of shared physical resources like caches. Researchers have recently demonstrated the possibility of such
information leakage from SGX enclaves [210], [211]. In addition, subtle side effects of transient execution can leak secrets to untrusted software on the same platform [212], [213].

One possible defense against side-channel attacks is to write code that includes defensive measures such as elimination of secret-dependent branching. Automated tools that help the developer to harden enclave code against side-channel attacks are an active area of research [214], [215]. While perfect elimination of all possible sources of leakage is difficult, code hardening can be an effective defense against most known software-based side-channels.

**Physical tampering:** In scenarios where the adversary has physical access to the secure hardware, physical attacks become another relevant concern. Modern TEE architectures like SGX and TrustZone store and process secrets inside the main CPU package. Physical attacks that attempt to extract secrets like cryptographic keys from the CPU package are generally considered difficult and expensive. Physical side-channels (e.g., ones that monitor the power consumption of the secure hardware during its processing of secrets and thus attempt to infer the value of the secret) are another and less invasive potential attack vector. Full elimination of all possible forms of physical side-channel leakage is considered difficult [216].

Most smart card manufacturers consider simple physical key extraction and side-channel attacks as part of their threat model and include protections against them. Researchers have shown that well-resourced adversaries (e.g., ones equipped with sophisticated laboratory equipment) may be able to extract secrets from smart cards [217]–[219]. Such attacks are likely to be infeasible to many adversaries. HSMs include sophisticated and expensive physical protections in their manufacturing process and are considered difficult to tamper with.

**Trust concerns:** Besides the above discussed attack vectors, another common concern for the use of secure hardware technology is the trust model, where the hardware vendor must be implicitly trusted. The TEE architectures that are widely available in commodity computing platforms today come from few vendors (mainly Intel and ARM). Thus, system designers have little choice in terms or which secure hardware to use and which vendor to trust. Such trust issues are emphasized by the fact that the designs details of TEEs are not entirely public. For example, many aspects of the Intel SGX’s design remain undisclosed.

This situation may improve. The computing platform and chip manufacturing landscape is getting more diverse, and in near future system designers may have more hardware and chip vendors to choose from. Also open-source initiatives such as the Keystone TEE [220] architecture on the RISC-V platform may enable secure hardware variants where the entire design is public.

Another trust concern is related to the supply chain. If the adversary manages to tamper with the secure hardware after its manufacturing and before it reaches the customer, the protections provided by the secure hardware may be weakened or circumvented. Such supply chain attacks require sophisticated hardware tampering...
skills and access to the logistics process, and thus such attacks are considered feasible only for the most resourceful adversaries (e.g., nation states).

8.3 Problems of simple use

Now, that we have explained the main benefits and limitations of secure hardware technology, we proceed to discussing its use in digital currencies. We start with a simple but commonly suggested example that is also one of the digital currency implementation approaches mentioned in a recent patent by People’s Bank of China [221], as discussed in more detail in Section 11.3.

Simple design: Consider a token-based digital currency system where a trusted bank issues signed coins to users. One user, say Alice, can perform a payment by passing the sufficient number of coins (tokens) to another user, Bob. Bob accepts the coins by checking the bank’s signature on each coin, but Bob does not contact the bank. The attractive aspect of such a design is that payments can take place entirely offline, as they require no communication with the bank, and payments enjoy strong privacy guarantees, as no third party is involved in the payment.

The main issue with any token-based design is the possibility of double spending. If Alice is able to spend the same coins twice, the whole digital currency system is obviously broken. The problem of double spending could, in principle, be addressed by using secure hardware on each user’s device. During payments, the coins could be transferred from one (attested) secure environment to another, and the secure environments could enforce that each coin is spent at most once.

Main problems: Unfortunately, such simple use of secure hardware technology has serious problems. The first major problem is that it creates economic incentives for users to attack their own secure hardware. When the adversary is the owner of the computing platform, the adversary typically has significant control over other software that is running on the same platform and permanent physical access to the secure hardware. Such aspects may make the above discussed attack vectors easier to exploit. Attacks against secure hardware become economically viable if the adversary gains a larger benefit (in terms of double spent coins) compared to the time and equipment investment needed to attack the secure hardware.

The second problem with such simple design is that it does not support graceful degradation. Even if only one secure hardware environment gets compromised, the adversary is able to spend the same tokens an unlimited number of times and thus break the digital currency system completely. Alternatively, if the secure hardware vendor turns out to be malicious, if the attestation mechanism gets compromised, or if an attacker can infiltrate a link on the supply chain and change the hardware, double spending of coins without restrictions is possible.
8.4 Better ways to leverage secure hardware

Motivated by the problems of simple use of secure hardware, in this section we discuss better ways to leverage secure hardware in digital currencies. In particular, we present examples where the security of the entire digital currency system does not rely on the use of secure hardware (graceful degradation) and platform owners do not want to attack their own hardware (economic incentives).

Infrastructure hardening: Our first example is using secure hardware to harden the backend infrastructure of a digital currency system as a complementary defense-in-depth security mechanism. Assume a digital currency where a bank maintains an account balance for each user. Such critical data repositories are typically replicated among multiple servers (consensus nodes) using a Byzantine-fault tolerant (BFT) protocol (recall Section 3). Each node could store its credentials and execute the consensus protocol within secure hardware. Such protection mechanism raises the bar for successful attacks, as now the adversary not only has to obtain software control of a large fraction of the consensus nodes, but he additionally has to break the secure hardware protections in them. The owners of the computing platforms do not have an incentive to attack their own secure hardware and secure hardware failure alone is insufficient to compromise the currency system.

Simplified and efficient privacy: Many digital currency systems use cryptography for user privacy protection, as discussed in Section 6. One of the first examples is Chaum’s e-cash [222] that is based on a bank that issues coins to user. In this system a cryptographic construct called blind signatures enables anonymity protection for the payer (but not payment recipient). Another, more recent example is Zcash [168], which is based on a distributed ledger where all transactions are stored in encrypted format that make use of zero-knowledge proofs to show the correctness of a transaction without revealing its details. The main drawback is that the required zero-knowledge proofs make such systems complicated to deploy and have high resource requirements which often makes their use on e.g. mobile devices infeasible. For example, clients in Zcash are required to download and process the whole chain to benefit from Zcash’s privacy guarantees and transaction creation is relatively slow (several seconds on recent desktop PCs).

Such cryptographic protections could be replaced with transaction processing that takes place inside secure hardware. In a simple solution, the secure hardware maintains a balance for each user and users send encrypted transactions to the secure hardware where they are processed. Compared to centralized schemes like Chaum’s e-cash, such a solution achieves better privacy (also recipient anonymity and value privacy). Compared to ledger-based anonymous payment systems like Zcash, such solution provide greatly simplified deployment and better performance.

Complementary privacy: Another option is to complement cryptographic privacy protections with the use of secure hardware for increased privacy protection. For
example, transactions that use cryptographic commitments [223] offer payer and re-
cipient privacy and value privacy, but no “transaction graph privacy” which prevents
adversaries from linking transactions to each other, as explained in Section 6. The
users could send commitment-based transactions to secure hardware that is operated
by a bank and the secure hardware would process the transactions. Such a deploy-
ment would provide improved privacy (added transaction graph privacy protection)
and graceful degradation: if secure hardware is compromised, only the additional
 gained privacy protection is lost and all the other privacy protections still apply due
to the use of cryptography.

Compliance rules: CBDC deployments should, most likely, protect user privacy
and at the same time enforce compliance policies and audit mechanisms, such as
ones that are commonly used for anti money laundering and tax evasion detection
purposes. As explained in Section 6, supporting both user privacy and compliance
simultaneously is technically challenging. One possible way to address this challenge
is to leverage sophisticated cryptographic constructs such as zero-knowledge proofs
that allow users to show that their payments are compatible with compliance rules
without revealing their identity or other transaction details. However, such schemes
have drawbacks like complicated deployment and poor performance.

The use of secure hardware could allow greatly simplified systems where com-
pliance policies could be enforced without violating the privacy of the users. The
users could send their transactions in an encrypted format to secure hardware that
would process them and at the same time enforce that each transaction complies with
regulatory rules. Such policy enforcement would be easy to implement, because the
necessary details like how much each user has spent within a given time period could
be visible in plaintext inside the secure hardware.

Lightweight clients: Digital currency systems that store all transactions on a
public ledger have benefits like public verifiability, which means that any third party
can verify that all transactions are correctly formed. The downside of such a solution
is heavy download requirements. Especially mobile clients, such as smartphones,
would not want to download the entire ledger that can easily be multiple gigabytes in
size. Selectively downloading only transactions that are relevant for the user, might
reveal the identity of the user, even in systems with strong cryptographic transaction
protections.

In such a setting, mobile clients could send encrypted queries to secure hardware
on an infrastructure server that has access to the entire ledger. The secure hardware
could then return the relevant transactions back to the client, without revealing the
identity of the client to the operator of that infrastructure server. Such schemes have
been developed for permissionless cryptocurrencies in recent research [224], [225] and
the same principle could be applied to centralized CBDC deployment as well, if the
CBDC system uses a public ledger.
Hardware wallets: Similar to infrastructure hardening, secure hardware could also be used to harden the client devices. Systems where client credentials are protected by some form of secure hardware are typically called “hardware wallets” and such hardware solutions are already widely used in permissionless cryptocurrencies, such as the hardware wallets produced by Ledger [226] or Trezor [227]. Hardware wallets protect the user’s private keys from external adversaries that may be able to install malicious software on the computing platform of the user (PC or smartphone). To create a transaction, the user connects the hardware wallet to his PC or phone, where the transaction gets created and then sent to the hardware wallet. The user is expected to confirm the transaction amount and recipient from a small screen on the hardware wallet before the hardware wallet authorizes the payment by signing the transaction.

While hardware wallets can help to keep a user’s credentials safe, they do not solve all problems of key management and payment safety. For example, users still need to be careful when confirming transactions details and they should ensure that they have a backup in case they lose their hardware wallet.

Smart contracts: Besides payments, CBDCs might support more complicated financial applications implemented as smart contracts, as discussed in Section 7. One challenge with the current smart contract solutions is that all contract data is typically recorded on a public ledger. This prevents deployment of a large class of financial applications that require confidential contract data. Recent research has explored techniques that could allow smart contracts to support confidential data on-chain [176], [181], [228]. However, such solutions require expensive and complicated cryptographic techniques like zero-knowledge proofs that can be difficult to deploy and suffer from poor performance. Secure hardware could be used to enable an easier way to execute smart contracts with confidential data, as demonstrated by recent research [180].

8.5 Summary and recommendations

Secure hardware is clearly not a panacea for any digital currency including CBDC. The currently available secure hardware technologies offer significant security benefits compared to standard program, but this technology also has its limitations. Thus, our recommendation is to be cautious of solutions where the integrity and security of the currency depends solely on secure hardware.

However, this does not mean that the use of secure hardware cannot offer benefits for CBDCs. When deployed in carefully chosen ways, secure hardware can either replace expensive cryptographic protections or function as a complementary security mechanism in addition to cryptographic protections. Therefore, our recommendation is that institutions currently investigating the possibility of CBDC deployments should understand the potential benefits of secure hardware technology.
9 Opportunities for Novel Financial Technology

As discussed in the introduction to this paper, a retail CBDC offers several commonly identified benefits: (i) gains in transactional efficiency: higher speed, lower cost, and finality, (ii) broader tax base, reduced tax evasion, (iii) backstop to private sector managed payment systems, and (iv) enhanced financial inclusion.

In principle, however, even more important than these benefits are the implications of CBDC for monetary policy and financial stability. CBDC can enable mechanisms for implementing monetary policy that are analogous to those available today, but novel in terms of their practically achievable parameters. Additionally, CBDC offers opportunities to implement a range of innovative monetary policies that operate at finer granularity, with greater transparency, and with more sophisticated programmatic logic than is technically possible in existing financial systems. These opportunities have implications for both the implementation and transmission of monetary policies. There are also a few risks, which we discuss below.

9.1 Implementing monetary policy

The basic mechanics of monetary policy implementation will not be affected by a switch from physical currency to CBDCs. Given that a relatively modest share of the supply of broad money is in physical form, this should not be surprising. However, other technological changes that are likely to affect financial markets and institutions could have significant effects on monetary policy implementation and transmission.

Retail CBDC disseminated through electronic wallets would make it easier to implement monetary policy more effectively in two ways. First, the nominal zero lower bound, which became a binding constraint for traditional monetary policy in advanced economies during the worst of the global financial crisis, would no longer apply. The central bank could institute a negative nominal interest rate simply by reducing balances on these electronic wallets at a pre-announced rate.

In an economy with physical cash, this should in principle not be possible since consumers (and firms) have the alternative of holding physical currency banknotes, a zero nominal interest rate instrument. In a scenario where there was no zero-interest central bank-issued alternative such as cash, it would be easier to implement a negative nominal interest rate on CBDC. If a CDBC co-existed with cash, there would be a limit (determined by cash storage costs, frictions in the use of cash etc.) to how low the central bank could drive the interest rate on the CBDC. In principle, negative nominal interest rates that would become feasible with certain forms of CBDC should encourage consumption by making it expensive for households to maintain cash positions.

Monetary policy could also be implemented through “helicopter drops” of money, once seen as just a theoretical possibility of increasing cash holdings in an economy in a non-distortionary fashion by making lump sum transfers to all eligible individuals or households. This would be easy to implement, at least in principle, if all citizens in an economy had official electronic wallets and the government could transfer central bank money into (or out of) those wallets. Channels for injecting outside money
into an economy quickly and efficiently become important in circumstances of weak economic activity or looming crises, when banks might slow down or even terminate the creation of outside money.\textsuperscript{15}

One challenge, if a CBDC is issued through a two-layer approach in which the digital wallets are maintained by commercial banks, is the possibility that an individual or household might maintain multiple wallets at different institutions. Some coordination would be required to avoid double-dipping or multiple-dipping from helicopter drops of money. This concern would be obviated if the central bank directly managed identities and accounts. In both cases, however, there would be adverse implications for privacy.

Thus, a central bank could substantially reduce deflationary risks by resorting to such measures in order to escape the liquidity trap that results when it runs out of room to use traditional monetary policy tools in a physical cash-based economy.

There is an important asymmetry in this context that could become even more consequential if outside money were to have only a small role in the overall money supply. In that case, if banks were expanding outside money rapidly at a time of strong economic activity with rising inflationary risks, the central bank’s ability to shrink electronic wallets holding CBDC might not do much to control the overall money supply. Although most advanced economy central banks now use price-based monetary policy measures (policy interest rates) rather than quantity-based monetary policy measures, this might be another reason for central banks to issue CBDCs rather than letting central bank money wither away if households were to use less and less cash.

There is a flip-side to the ease with which a central bank can increase or decrease the supply of outside money. The ability to impose a haircut on CBDC holdings, or to increase them rapidly in case the government were to apply pressure on a central bank to monetize its budget deficit, could lead to substitution away from the CBDC. The reduction in nominal balances and the erosion in the real purchasing power of nominal balances through monetary injections would have similar effects—decreasing confidence in the currency as a safe asset that can hold its value, at least in nominal terms. This could pose potential risks to monetary stability.

\subsection*{9.1.1 Transparency}

With broad adoption, retail CBDC may capture a significant segment of economic activity at a national level and even, for CBDCs that serve as global reserves, at an international level. Data harvested from the resulting panoramic view of monetary flows on the underlying ledger can in principle provide policymakers with unprecedented data and insights. One consequence, as noted above, is an ability to limit tax\textsuperscript{15}There is a precedent for this rooted in Silvio Gesell’s accelerated “free money” idea [229], physically implemented as stamp scrip, which showed promise to jump-start local economies in some historical experiments [230]. Also, there are a number of non-governmental cryptocurrency proposals and projects for permissionless cryptocurrencies with some form of “universal basic income” built-in: see, for example, [231]–[234]. A government implementing a CBDC is better-positioned to implement policies like this at large scale, of course.
evasion, but there are many others.

The ability to monitor monetary expenditures at the level of individual consumers is already available to credit-card issuers and provides predictive power at the level of the individual consumer, as well as offering microeconomic and macroeconomic insights. Goldman Sachs, for example, advertises a service called Quantinomics that leverages credit-card data to forecast corporate earnings growth, purportedly more accurately than with traditional methods [235]. Lenders have long exploited data on individuals’ expenditures to make accurate predictions about their likelihood of divorce, patterns of travel, and creditworthiness [236], [237]. A CBDC that has disintermediated or overlaps with private payment systems can potentially relay the result of detailed analytics in real or near-real time to monetary policymakers.

Naturally, there is a tension here between transparency and privacy similar to those discussed in section 6. Given the potential scale and scope of CBDCs, however, an analytics system with global view of transaction data—or even metadata—could be repurposed as or support mass surveillance tools. Consequently, it is of vital importance that the transparency benefits of CBDCs be balanced against and leveraged with an eye to privacy requirements.

9.1.2 Non-fungible money

Certain forms of CBDC permit the implementation of monetary policy that affects accounts or units of money selectively and conditionally, that is, in a non-fungible manner.

Money transmitted in “helicopter drops,” for instance, can carry spending conditions that permit only certain classes of expenditure. To amplify their effect in stimulating economic activity, lump sum transfers might for example carry the requirement that they be spent on, e.g., durable goods, as such spending has been shown to demonstrate limited responsiveness to economic stimulus during recessions [238]. As discussed in section 11, the People’s Bank of China has filed a patent application—perhaps meant for use with the DCEP (Digital Yuan)—that suggests the idea of a central bank issuing currency for loans that carry central-bank-set interest rates and borrower qualifications.

Spending policies can alternatively be linked to aggregate data by analogy with inflation-adjusted financial instruments or even data about the holder of the funds (e.g., for the implementation of age limits on retirement-account withdrawals). As another example, the USDA’s existing Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) (formerly “food stamps”) could be implemented in a CBDC through the distribution of dollars that are only eligible for transfer to accounts held by authorized food retailers. The policy attached to such dollars can be modified in real time, enabling immediate grants and revocation of food retailer authorization. With certain technical enhancements, such a policy could also stipulate the types of goods eligible for purchase using SNAP funds or make additional funds available in order to incentivize the purchase of particular types of food.

CBDC can in principle permit all money to take the form of such financial instruments, with individual policies that determine nominal value and spending conditions
based on nearly any desired form of data. At the extreme limit, it may ultimately be feasible for every penny to be its own smart contract.

There are potential downsides to non-fungibility, and fungibility is in fact treated as a design goal in many cryptocurrencies. This is because non-fungibility can be at odds with privacy and choice for currency holders. The ability to differentiate among units of currency based on serial numbers or transaction histories facilitates tracing, and indeed the distinctive transaction histories of Bitcoin enable blacklisting of units tainted by criminal activity [239] and transaction tracing by companies specializing in that activity, e.g., Chainalysis [160]. Similarly, the SNAP program places limitations on currency holders’ purchasing behavior. Non-fungible currency would offer new mechanisms for government control of citizens’ spending behavior that could catalyze new classes of “nanny state” interventions that may be unduly heavy-handed or micromanaging, and/or infringe on consumers’ civil liberties.

9.2 Monetary policy transmission

A central bank endeavors to use the policy tools at its disposal to deliver objectives such as low and stable inflation, low unemployment, and financial stability. The transmission of monetary policy to economic variables such as GDP growth, unemployment, and inflation occurs mainly through the banking system but also through other financial channels.

A number of banks and consortia of banks are exploring the use of distributed ledger technologies (DLT) for bilateral settlement of clearing balances without going through a trusted intermediary such as the central bank. DLTs, as discussed earlier, make it easier to track and verify transactions. If all participants in a closed pool can monitor such activities and if there is a permanent indelible transaction record that is tamper-proof, they may be able to use group monitoring as an alternative for a trusted central counterparty.

Will such developments dilute the ability of the central bank to affect interest rates in the economy through its control of very short-term policy interest rates (such as the discount rate and the Fed funds rate in the U.S.)? This gets to the crux of the question about whether central banks can maintain their influence over aggregate demand and inflation even if they are sidelined from some of their traditional roles—issuing (outside) money and providing payment and settlement services for major financial institutions.

If banks and other major financial institutions do create such payments and settlement mechanisms among themselves (both bilaterally and across members in the group), and are also able to manage their liquidity positions and overnight balances more effectively, then settlement and liquidity management through the central bank might play a less important role. Still, competitive forces might limit the use of DLTs as an alternative for a trusted third party such as a central bank to provide settlement services while maintaining the confidentiality of those transactions. If these challenges are overcome, one possibility is that the central bank eventually becomes a liquidity provider of last resort in times of crises but, otherwise, commercial banks route their settlement and liquidity management operations through direct channels.
among themselves.

A related issue is whether nonbank and informal financial institutions, such as Fintech lending platforms, are less sensitive to policy interest rate changes than traditional commercial banks. If these institutions do not rely on wholesale funding and have other ways of intermediating between savers and borrowers, then the central bank might face significant challenges to the effectiveness of monetary policy transmission. The relative sensitivity of the nonbank financial sector to changes in policy interest rates and other operational tools of monetary policy needs further study as the structures of financial systems undergo changes that could significantly affect the implementation and transmission of monetary policy.

9.3 Selective review of academic literature

The academic literature has only recently begun to grapple with the implications of CBDC as well as Fintech more broadly for monetary policy. Some authors argue that a CBDC will not in any material way affect the implementation of monetary policy, although there could be other macroeconomic effects. The conclusions, as indicated by the limited and selective survey below, depend to a great extent on the model structure and the manner in which the CBDC is introduced into the economy.

Barrdear and Kumhof [240] develop a DSGE model with multiple sectors and several nominal and real rigidities to understand the effect of introduction of CBDC. These authors suggest that infusing CBDC into an economy could result in substantial steady state output gains of nearly 30 percent. This effect persists if the central bank issues a large amount of CBDC against government bonds.

Andolfatto [241] studies the implications of CBDC in an overlapping generation model with a monopolistic banking sector. In this model, the introduction of interest-bearing CBDC increases the market deposit rate, leads to an expansion of the deposit base, and reduces bank profits. This is because competition from the CBDC causes banks to raise deposit rates. However, the CBDC has no effect in terms of bank lending activity and lending rates. Although the introduction of the interest-bearing CBDC increases financial inclusion, diminishing the demand for physical cash, it does not disintermediate banks.

Bordo and Levin [242] consider how digital cash could bolster the effectiveness of monetary policy. They lay out some steps for implementing digital cash via public-private partnerships between the central bank and supervised financial institutions. They conclude that digital cash could significantly enhance the stability of the financial system.

9.4 Smart contracts: realizing other novel capabilities

Beyond non-fungible units of currency, CBDC platforms that incorporate or serve as a substrate for smart-contract functionality can realize a range of monetary policy tools and novel financial instruments. Such instruments could serve as new conduits for monetary policy, but could also fundamentally impact monetary policy transmission. Experience with smart contract platforms such as Ethereum illuminates some of the
possibilities for new financial instruments in CBDC platforms. It also highlights the fundamental questions and challenges these instruments could surface around platform control and governance.

We encourage readers to refer to also section 7 for a more in-depth treatment of smart contract mechanics.

**Atomic and instantaneous execution:** Most smart contract platform architectures today permit multi-step transactions to execute *atomically*, that is, in an all-or-nothing manner. In a serialized DLT, that is, one in which transactions are fully ordered, and not processed in parallel, it is additionally possible for transactions to be executed *instantaneously*, in the sense that no changes to platform state from other transactions can occur at the same time.

These properties enable new capabilities without parallel or precedent in existing financial systems. One example is known as a *flash loan*. A flash loan is a loan that is initiated and repaid *within a single transaction*. Between the steps of borrowing and repayment, the transaction can execute any desired logic supported by the underlying DLT—for example, arbitrage on DLT-resident currency exchanges. If at the end of the transaction the loan is not repaid (with the requisite interest), the transaction aborts and, thanks to atomicity, has no persistent effect on platform state. If the borrower defaults on the loan, in other words, the loan is retroactively unwound, and in effect never took place. Because the lender assumes no risk, flash loans require no identification of or collateral from borrowers. They also typically carry very low interest rates, e.g., 0.1% [260], as the duration of the loan is nearly instantaneous.

Similar properties could provide a central bank with new mechanisms for implementing monetary policy. For example, it would be possible to effect systemic changes across a platform instantaneously. This could prove useful in preventing financial intermediaries from exploiting arbitrage opportunities resulting from temporally inconsistent implementation of policy changes—even when a central bank publicizes these changes in advance.

**Distributed Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) and Decentralized Finance (DeFi):** In the predominant model of smart contract execution, smart contracts run autonomously. They take the form of unmodifiable code that may be called by any user. As discussed in section 7, this execution model is critical if smart contracts are to realize their intended role as virtual trusted third parties, but also carries risks, as historical incidents discussed in section 7 have shown.

A side-effect of smart contracts’ autonomy is their ability to realize financial instruments or markets that run programmatically outside the control of the contract creator or any other single entity, resulting in efficiencies in execution and enforcement of terms unavailable in conventional contracts.

One class of such smart contracts is known as a *Distributed Autonomous Organization* (DAO). The best known example, called *The DAO*, was launched early in the

---

16*Smart contracts can be instrumented to permit code updates and enforce access controls, but such features are only available if they are hard-wired into a contract’s original code.*
history of the Ethereum blockchain. It implemented a form of crowdsourced venture fund, allowing users to invest money in the contract and vote on the allocation of the resulting pool of money. The DAO accumulated some 15% of all the cryptocurrency in the ecosystem. (See section 7 for a discussion of a vulnerability that caused the failure of The DAO.)

DAOs are one design pattern for decentralized finance (DeFi), a broad label that applies to smart contracts that lend money, support stablecoins, i.e., tokens that aim to maintain parity with fiat currencies, or run marketplaces where trades execute on a blockchain. DeFi instruments at the time of writing make up a small but rapidly growing $1+ billion market [261]. Many DeFi instruments lack exact counterparts in traditional financial systems, making the DeFi ecosystem a crucible of financial innovation. (See also section 7 for discussion.)

Support for smart contracts within or on top of a CBDC could give rise to similar innovations in a setting that is more tightly aligned with existing regulatory and legal frameworks and financial controls than cryptocurrency ecosystems are today.

Challenges and questions: Such incidents as The DAO hack and the weaponization of flash loans, both discussed in section 7, raise a number of questions that will inevitable surface in a CBDC platform with smart-contract functionality. While a cryptocurrency-based smart-contract system Ethereum is decentralized in a degree that a CBDC platform is unlikely to be, smart contracts nonetheless make it easier to create financial instruments whose control is shared or ambiguous. The rules and regulations governing the platform as a whole then become critical in assuring its integrity.

These questions include the following:

• **Accountability:** Should all smart contracts be required to have owners who assume responsibility and liability for their effects in the system? How will these owners be identified? (See section 4.)

• **Oversight:** Should smart contracts be instrumented by design with reporting functionality for regulators? What privacy considerations then come into play? (See section 6.4.)

• **Functionality:** Should smart contracts have the richest possible functionality supported by the underlying DLT, or should their functionality be constrained, e.g., through imposition of a domain-specific programming language?

• **Intervention:** Under what circumstances would a central bank administering a CBDC intervene should code running on the underlying DLT prove to be buggy, fraudulent, criminal [262], or otherwise problematic? Techniques such as those in, e.g., [199], [200], [263] may be worth considering.

Such questions arise even in CBDC designs where smart-contract functionality is overlaid on a DLT by third parties, one option considered in, e.g., [10], as application-layer functionality can have a systemic impact on the underlying currency.
9.5 Summary

The opportunities CBDCs offer for financial innovation may be summarized as follows:

- **Implementing monetary policy:** CBDCs offer the possibility of creating currency with *nominal negative interest rates*, as a means of stimulating consumption. They also can in principle allow the creation of various types of *non-fungible currency* with particular constraints on or incentives for their expenditure. CBDCs potentially panoramic view of national economies could *yield deeper insight for regulators and policymakers* into historical and ongoing economic activity than today’s monetary systems, thus enabling better informed implementation of monetary policies.

- **Monetary policy transmission:** Should banks and other major financial institutions be able to create payment and settlement mechanisms among themselves with suitably strong transaction confidentiality, they could assume many of the settlement and liquidity management operations that are traditionally the province of central banks. CBDCs could thereby potentially blunt central banks’ ability to transmit monetary policy.

- **Smart contracts for other novel capabilities:** By acting as a substrate for smart contracts, CBDCs could provide a way to translate a variety of financial innovations arising in cryptocurrency-based platforms into a setting more closely aligned with existing regulatory and legal systems.

With such capabilities, of course, come risks. Chief among them are:

- **Privacy concerns:** In a richly featured platform—e.g., one with a global analytics capability—the ability of platform operators to gather information about end users could resemble or extend even beyond those discussed in section 6.

- **Micromanagement:** The rich range of policies realizable by highly targeted capabilities of non-fungible currency and smart contracts could tempt policymakers into interventions that are unduly complex and representative of special interests (like the U.S. tax code [264]) and/or influence consumer behaviors in ways that infringe on civil liberties or are otherwise harmful.

10 Legal Considerations

The specific legal requirements for a CBDC depend on the jurisdiction and often can be modified by the jurisdiction establishing the CBDC. Thus, rather than discussing specific doctrines, it is more helpful to consider a few high-level issues involved in the design of a CBDC and its governing legal framework. The specific examples in this section are primarily drawn from the United States, but the same general issues will arise in most legal systems.
10.1 Jurisdiction

A CBDC is a national institution by definition, and will need to interface with its nation’s laws and legal system. There will usually be no question of which nation’s laws and legal system take priority in case of international disagreement: its own. Other legal systems may resolve disputes about CBDC assets, sometimes under their own law, and they may enter orders binding CBDC users. But to the extent that parties to a foreign dispute want the CBDC’s own institutions to take any action to enforce those orders, it is reasonable to expect that they must first domesticate that judgment in a court within the CBDC’s own national legal system.

That said, in a federal system such as the United States or the European Union, the CBDC will still be exposed to many subnational jurisdictions with varying laws. Relatedly, it may need to deal with a diversity of national and local courts. Some thought should be given as to how to authenticate orders and verify the authority of the courts issuing them, given that forgery of court orders is not unknown. Two options to simplify this task are to centralize all orders affecting CBDC assets in a single national tribunal, or to require all such orders to proceed through a common set of procedures before CBDC administrators are expected to act on them.

10.2 Compliance

Money laundering is the use of financial transactions to conceal the source of funds. Governments prohibit money laundering not because they care about funds as such, but because money laundering makes it easier for criminals to conceal their crimes, evade taxes, and profit from their ill-gotten gains. Relatedly, governments increasingly prohibit the use of financial transactions to support terrorist organizations. Roughly speaking, anti-money-laundering and countering the funding of terrorism (AML/CFT) laws come in three layers:

1. General prohibitions, such as the Money Laundering Control Act, that directly target money laundering itself by prohibiting the use of financial transactions to conceal the source of proceeds of criminal activity. Examples include “spending” cash received from drug dealing at a front business, or making wire transfers to make kickbacks look like legitimate business receipts. Similarly, the Antiterorrism and Effective Death Penalty Act makes it illegal to “knowingly provide[] material support or resources to a foreign terrorist organization.”

2. Reporting requirements, such as the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA), which requires that financial institutions report to the government all transactions in cash of 10,000 USD or more. Reporting requirements also include Know Your Customer (KYC) rules, which require institutions to verify the identities of their clients, as well as more open-ended standards requiring institutions to report suspicious transactions. These rules are designed to help regulators find money laundering by enlisting surveillance at the financial institution level.

3. Anti-evasion (or “structuring”) rules that prohibit attempts to circumvent reporting requirements, e.g., by breaking a larger transaction down into smaller
Collectively, these are the specific enforcement rules that governments currently thinks they need to achieve the broad functional goals of preventing money laundering. With a CBDC, it is useful to ask (a) whether these existing rules are enforceable against a proposed CBDC, (b) whether they are sufficient for the functional goals, and (c) if the answer to either previous question is “no,” what other rules might be enforceable and sufficient. In general, if a payment or deposit system has any significant potential to facilitate transactions not meeting these goals, the financial regulatory system will attempt to strictly regulate and monitor transfers in and out of it. Thus, for example, if a CBDC itself offers strong anonymity (thus making KYC impossible at this layer), regulators may demand that exchanges which convert between the CBDC and other currencies implement KYC rules for all customers.

A hybrid two-tier CBDC in which the core digital currency is traceable can meet the requirements of existing AML laws. The institutions which provide customer accounts would be required to implement all of the reporting requirements under BSA, KYC, etc. Regulators could then monitor transactions entered into the system to trace funds as needed. In fact, the centralization of a single transactional ledger might help with monitoring, making the CBDC comparatively unattractive for money laundering.

Other CBDC designs raise serious AML issues. Designs that allow for the mixing of transactional inputs or with weak identity verification make some aspects of AML enforcement much more difficult. Designs with strong untraceability are almost certainly incompatible with AML regulation. This may be considered a virtue from their designers’ privacy-oriented perspective, but is a deficit from the perspective of a financial regulator considering introducing a CBDC.

10.3 Privacy

Privacy law (as contrasted with privacy norms and privacy goals) interacts with CBDC design in two ways. The first is that existing legal rules about financial privacy already reflect considered balances between customer privacy and law-enforcement needs. In the United States, these rules are primarily statutory, as the Fourth Amendment generally does not apply to financial transaction records. (Under the “third party doctrine,” a financial services customer “takes the risk, in revealing his affairs to another, that the information will be conveyed by that person to the Government.” United States v. Miller, 425 U.S. 435, 443 (1976)). Instead, statutes like the Right to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA) specify the procedures law enforcement must follow to obtain such records and the legal standards of relevance they must meet. These rules apply in money laundering investigations, so the AML rules described above are compromises that already try to preserve some measure of privacy. But these statutory privacy rules also apply more broadly in any investigations, for whatever type of crime. So, for example, the RFPA standards apply when law enforcement seeks to examine the transaction records of a business it suspects of credit-card fraud, bribery, tax evasion, or hiding money from creditors.
A CBDC design could depart from this baseline by being either more or less technically protective of privacy. A design that is less protective — e.g., a public blockchain with identities easily linked to specific users — effectively provides law enforcement with freer access to transaction information. (One federal appeals court has held that under the third-party doctrine, there is no privacy interest in transaction information on the public Bitcoin blockchain. United States v. Gratkowski, No. 19-50492 (5th Cir. June 30, 2020.)) A design that is more protective — e.g., a public blockchain with strong untraceability and strong anonymity — raises questions about whether law enforcement access is sufficient. A hybrid two-tier CBDC design comes close to the status quo: federal law enforcement would need to proceed under the RFPA standard to obtain account information from financial institutions about specific customers. It would be appropriate to make clear (which might require statutory amendments) that a similar standard should apply for obtaining transaction records from the transaction ledger itself.

The second way in which privacy law pushes on CBDC designs is that it also imposes requirements for privacy against other parties. That is, privacy law sets a floor which the existing banking system is legally required to meet. In the United States, the RFPA, the Financial Services Modernization Act (a/k/a Gramm-Leach-Bliley or GLB), the identity-theft rules of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act, and the Electronic Funds Transfer Act all place limits on whom a financial institution is allowed to disclose customer information to, and when. These rules reflect a broad consensus that some degree of financial privacy is appropriate, not just against governments but also against private parties. In the European Union, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) establishes a broad and high privacy baseline.

Again, a CBDC could depart from this baseline by being either more or less private. A design that is less privacy protective is not necessarily legally problematic: for example, a blockchain that makes transaction details public often reflects a decision by users to make their transactions public, rather than a privacy violation by the blockchain or by any institutions dealing with it. That said, it might be a tough sell for a payment system to come with lower privacy safeguards than users expect from existing ones. (Imagine the reaction from businesses if a central bank decided to standardize on Venmo, in which transactions are visible to all users by default.) A design that is more privacy protective is not necessarily legally problematic either: these statutes generally set a floor and not a ceiling. Again, a hybrid two-tier design comes closest to the status quo. In general, a CBDC is unlikely to perfectly replicate the balance struck by existing privacy law. Some aspects will likely be either more private or more public.

Unless a CBDC’s designers secure legislative changes, therefore, a CBDC must be capable of complying with these privacy mandates. A few such requirements of note include:

- **Purpose Limitation:** Under the GDPR, personal information may only be used for the purposes for which it was collected; new uses require fresh consent.

- **Disclosure Limitation:** Under GLB, consumers have a right to opt out of having their personal information disclosed to unaffiliated third parties. Under
the GDPR, such disclosures generally may not take place without affirmative opt-in consent.

- **Access and Portability:** The GDPR gives each data subject a right to obtain any information “concerning him or her” in a structured digital format so that they may give that data to other services.

- **Rectification:** The GDPR gives each data subject a right to correct any erroneous data “concerning him or her.”

- **Security Breach Notices:** The GDPR and numerous American state laws give each data subject the right to be notified promptly if their data is the subject of a security breach.

Some of these privacy restrictions significantly constrain the design space for a CBDC. It is not clear, for example, that a CBDC built around a public blockchain can ever comply with the GDPR’s rules on disclosure limitation and rectification. Others require particular features in a CBDC rollout: any system that handles accounts for individuals, for example, will need to be designed such that it is possible to generate and send breach notifications if needed.

### 10.4 Fraud and mistake

While a well-designed CBDC, like any well-designed banking or payment infrastructure, can potentially reduce the incidence of fraud and mistake (or exacerbate them if poorly designed and implemented), it is not feasible to eliminate them entirely. Thus, a CBDC and associated legal regime must consider and balance two related concerns: preventing and correcting incorrect transactions. These transactions fall into a few recurring patterns, including:

1. **Disloyal Agents:** People frequently authorize others to act on their behalf. Sometimes this is informal: spouses ask each other to do their online banking. Sometimes it is legally necessary: guardians must have this power to do their job of protecting incapacitated or underage principals. And sometimes it is unavoidable: entities like corporations only act by and through human agents. Whenever an agent is authorized to take some action affecting a CBDC, the agent may exceed its authority and engage in unauthorized transactions.

2. **Impersonation** of an authorized user by an unauthorized one. Any credentials associated with an authorized user are themselves attack targets. 2FA and other authentication protocols are designed to furnish additional evidence that a user is who they say they are, but are necessarily less than completely reliable. (The design trade-offs involved are discussed further in Section 4.2.)

3. **Mistakes:** Phishing and related attacks induce users to engage in intended transactions with unintended parties, and sometimes parties make incorrect transactions even when there is no malicious intent (e.g., using the wrong recipient
account number in an electronic transfer). Some of these issues can be mitigated with good UI designs and identity management (discussed in Section 4.2), but some mistakes, such as making an incorrectly large transfer by fat-fingering an extra zero, can never be entirely eliminated.

4. \textit{Fraud in the Factum}: Parties can be presented with the authorization for a transaction and misled into believing they are taking some other action when they authorize it. Attacks of this sort range from swapping the pages of a paper contract to simulating UI elements.

5. \textit{Fraud in the Inducement}: Parties are sometimes tricked into entering into transactions under false pretenses. For example, a fraudster might pass off a cheap fake as a $10,000 watch, or “sell” a watch stolen from another party. In both cases, the buyer’s payment to the seller is intentional, but the overall deal is fraudulent.

Importantly, none of these patterns can be reliably detected by any mechanism internal to the CBDC, because the legal validity of the transaction is determined by external facts that are not directly observable by the CBDC’s participants.

In all of these cases, existing law typically gives the victim a right to recover from a purposeful wrongdoer. But the law is more complicated on the questions of (a) whether the victim has a right to rescind a transaction not involving fraud, (b) whether this right extends to recover assets from third parties to whom they have been transferred in the interim. These issues often cannot be disentangled from the specifics of the payment system used. Thus, for example, in the United States cash is both fungible and negotiable: if B steals $10,000 from A, A is entitled to recover $10,000 but not the specific bills stolen, and if B then buys and destroys a watch from C with the $10,000, A cannot recover from C at all.

Any CBDC must consider, therefore, not just how it will be designed to limit the opportunities for these incorrect transactions, but how it will recover when such transactions take place. Many decentralized blockchains have taken an extreme “user beware” attitude: all transactions are effectively irrevocable once entered on the blockchain and assets cannot be recovered from an unwilling recipient. This option is not viable for a CBDC intended for mass adoption, and it is worth noting that no existing non-blockchain banking system or payment system receives such treatment under existing law. Nor is it feasible to plan for recovery with the legally compelled cooperation of the recipient: an identity thief could well be an unknown overseas hacker not subject to compulsion from the legal system of the CBDC’s jurisdiction.

Instead, the CBDC’s administrators must be capable of modifying its state in accordance with property, contract, payment, and banking law. This raises several important subsidiary design questions.

First, the CBDC needs an appropriate governing legal regime. Cash, checks, debit cards, credit cards, wire transfers, private systems such as PayPal and Venmo, and other payment systems all have their own governing laws (typically a mixture of public regulations and private contracts). The specifics of liability for unauthorized transfers and the circumstances under which transactions can be halted, modified,
or reversed will need to be worked out by analogy and with careful attention to the technical details of the CBDC.

Second, the CBDC needs an appropriate management infrastructure. Someone will need to verify when a transaction should be modified in accordance with the jurisdiction’s law and then make the appropriate changes. This requires a dispute resolution system within the CBDC’s administration, an interface to the judicial system capable of authenticating legitimate orders, an interface to other agents capable of giving trusted instructions for transaction modification (such as banks), or some combination of all of the above. This infrastructure will require its own security, auditing, and compliance processes. In a hybrid two-tier design, some of these procedures can be handled by the institutions that layer customer services on top of the payment layer, but some of them will need to be implemented directly against the underlying ledger.

Third, the CBDC needs systems for reporting out its state to appropriate authorities. This may be more than just the state of the transactions that have been entered. The process of determining whether a transaction was properly authorized, for example, may depend on information such as the IP address from which it was requested and on the history of similar attempted transactions. Such information is relevant in litigation and dispute resolution for existing payment systems, and there is no reason to think that a CBDC will be any different. With a blockchain or other public ledger, the authorities can directly inspect its state (although this may fail to capture some details of how users interacted with it). In a hybrid two-tier system, existing reporting systems would largely suffice at the customer layer; the transaction layer would require one if the ledger is not already public.

10.5 Liens

Most kinds of property can be used as collateral for debts. Legally, the creditor is said to hold a lien in the property. The debtor remains the owner, but under appropriate circumstances (typically default), the creditor can seize the property and force a sale to help satisfy the debt. Some liens are possessory, e.g., a margin loan is collateralized by securities deposited with a broker. Other liens, such as mortgages, are nonposessory: the debtor retains possession and control of the property. Some liens are created explicitly by the parties as part of a loan transaction. But others arise by operation of law. For example, unpaid taxes on property may give the government a tax lien against the property, or a person who wins a lawsuit for damages can obtain a judgment lien over the defendant’s assets.

Creditors collecting a debt or judgment can typically seize the defendant’s property, subject to detailed and jurisdiction-specific rules on what property can be seized and how. Liens give secured creditors priority over other creditors, come with expedited procedures for a creditor to proceed quickly against the property subject to the security interest (e.g., repossessing and foreclosing on a car subject to an unpaid loan is faster and less regulated than seizing a car to pay off an unrelated debt), and are subject to fewer restrictions on what property can be seized (e.g., some states protect a debtor’s primary residence from seizure for unsecured debt, but not from
A closely related concept is *garnishment*, in which a creditor obtains payment of a debt by seizing the debtor’s assets from a third party. Garnishment orders can be particularly effective because the third party can hold the property as soon as the debtor acquires it, e.g., when a bank garnishes a parent’s wages for payment of a child support order.

The widespread use of liens impacts CBDC design in two important and related ways. First, it raises doctrinal questions of how CBDC accounts and related assets should be treated as collateral. How can liens in them be created, and how can they be repossessed and foreclosed on? (See [266]–[269].) Existing law on security interests varies greatly by type of property, even within a jurisdiction, which means that categorization questions matter greatly. If the default legal regime that would govern CBDC assets is unclear or undesirable, then legislation to establish more appropriate treatment will be necessary. Second, the CBDC’s design should facilitate the use of security interests in a manner that integrates smoothly with the rest of the financial and legal system.

It is important to note that while excluding CBDC assets from the lien system is doctrinally possible (almost anything is with appropriate legislation), this likely would be a complete non-starter for many financial institutions. For one thing, CBDC assets which can never be pledged as collateral for loans are worth less to borrowers; businesses which would otherwise be willing to deal in CBDC accounts might avoid them for that reason. Second, the security of secured lending frequently depends on the ability to trace collateral through changes in form. A creditor who holds a lien in the inventory of a farm-equipment dealer would be shocked and outraged if its lien failed to attach to the money the dealer receives in exchange when it sells a tractor out of its inventory. Categorically excluding CBDC assets from being encumbered by liens would give debtors a loophole capable of destroying almost any lien.

Assuming, therefore, that CBDC assets will need to be part of a secured credit system, the following are a few of the regulatory and design considerations involved.

### 10.5.1 Collection

The CBDC design should provide a mechanism for the satisfaction of debts from CBDC assets. The most basic considerations here are similar to those above: the CBDC should have a management infrastructure that can accept and authenticate instructions from the legal system directing one user’s assets to be paid over to another in satisfaction of a debt. In some cases, such as judgment debts, these orders could come directly from a government official: e.g., from a court or from a sheriff levying upon the debtor’s property. In others, legal systems provide mechanisms for private repossession: e.g., brokers can unilaterally sell securities held on margin if the debtor fails a margin call. The CBDC should consider whether and how to support these private repossession mechanisms. Whatever mechanisms are in place, the CBDC must be capable of providing properly authenticated documentation that levy or repossession has been made. This is most straightforward in a hybrid two-tier system: the financial institutions that manage customer accounts can freeze and seize accounts as required. In a centralized one-tier ledger, the administrator can do so directly. The
absence of an appropriate mechanism in a decentralized blockchain architecture is an argument against such architectures for a CBDC.

Once a creditor repossesses an asset subject to a lien, there are questions about what happens next. Some such assets, such as houses subject to mortgages, are required to be sold at a public auction; in other cases, as under the Uniform Commercial Code, the creditor may follow any “commercially reasonable” procedure to sell the assets. To the extent that a CBDC is fungible and has clearly-defined exchange rates, few such issues are likely to arise in CBDC design. The important part is that the legal system should be able to clearly determine how much of a debt has been satisfied by the sale of collateral.

10.5.2 Locking

One common use case for assets subject to a lien is to prevent the assets from being transferred without the consent of the creditor. The creditor’s fear, of course, is that transfer will place the assets beyond its reach, either legally or practically. A CBDC’s designers should consider whether this is a use case the CBDC should support. If so, then it requires an appropriate interface to receive and authenticate locking orders. Again, in a hybrid two-tier system, the financial institutions that manage customer accounts have experience dealing with such orders and infrastructure to handle them. A one-tier centralized ledger would require building an analogous infrastructure, while a decentralized ledger would require that creditors have an interface they can use to register their claims in a way that enables them to lock assets under appropriate circumstances.

Forward-looking remedies provide further challenges. Garnishment, for example, can attach to wages as soon as the debtor becomes entitled to them. This requires that the appropriate locking be attached to a user’s CBDC account, not just to specific CBDC assets. As assets are deposited in the account, they are immediately garnished, before the creditor can deal in them. Note that since garnishment orders are typically not all-or-nothing (e.g. a fixed percentage of wages up to a set total), a CBDC design supporting this use case will need to implement the appropriate logic. In a hybrid two-tier system this logic could be added to existing processes in financial institutions; in a centralized design, it would need to be reimplemented; in a decentralized design, it might need to be hard-wired into the CBDC design in a deep (and technically challenging) way.

10.5.3 Notice

Liens are invisible and intangible. But people considering buying or lending against property want to make sure that there are no liens they don’t know about. This raises the question of how to provide effective notice to third parties. (If a CBDC asset is locked, this issue does not arise: the locking itself is an effective form of notice.) Under United States law, the validity of security interests against third parties often depends on “perfection,” which roughly requires giving specific statutorily required forms of notice.
A CBDC’s designers should give thought to how liens in CBDC assets should be communicated to third parties. In the United States, there are, very roughly, three techniques in widespread use. The first is debtor-specific recording: the creditor files a form, indexed by the name of the debtor, with an appropriate office in the debtor’s state. This, for example, is what the Uniform Commercial Code requires for the catch-all category of “general intangibles.” The second is asset-specific recording: the creditor files a form with an appropriate office, indexed by a unique identifier for the asset subject to the lien. This, for example, is commonly used for cars (which have unique alphanumeric Vehicle Identification Numbers) and for registered copyrights (which have unique registration numbers). The third, and in some way the most complex, involves possession of the asset by the creditor or an appropriate custodian. For example, a lien on a bank account can be perfected by transferring the account into the name of the creditor. Debtor-specific recording requires the least investment to set up, as the infrastructure is already in place, but does not provide easily searchable information on whether a given CBDC asset is subject to a lien. Involvement of CBDC asset custodians, as in a two-layer or centralized design, requires the most supporting infrastructure, but it also allows these assets to be locked, preventing transactions without appropriate creditor consent [266].

10.6 Tracing

Some kinds of property, such as cash, are regarded as completely fungible. Other kinds, such as ancient art, are regarded as completely unique. (See Section 9.1.2). One important difference along this spectrum is the degree to which the legal system attempts to trace ownership of specific property through multiple hands. Tracing is a way of asserting that one particular aspect of an asset’s identity – its transaction history – renders it less than completely fungible. Tracing may be necessary, for example, when the property has been stolen and the original owner claims it from a downstream transferee. It may also be necessary when the property was subject to a lien and the creditor seeks to obtain it from a downstream transferee.

Different CBDC technical designs can facilitate different degrees of traceability, with important implications for their legal treatment. If all assets in the system are globally unique, for example, then perfect tracing is possible and property can in theory be recovered from a remote transferee many steps down the line. In other systems, the interchangeability of assets prevents such perfect tracing. Bitcoin, for example, does not attempt to tag specific transaction outputs with specific transaction inputs. After a series of transactions, it is possible to say that that some of this BTC came from some of that BTC, but not that these specific Bitcoins are exactly the same as those specific Bitcoins. Some anonymity-preserving cryptocurrencies, such as Zcash and Monero, are designed to eliminate traceability entirely: assets cannot be identified across transactions. (See Section 6.1.)

Traceability has advantages and disadvantages. It provides simplicity and clarity when unwinding tainted transactions. It also obviates the need for the legal system to apply crude approximations, such as identifying stolen funds deposited in an account with the last funds withdrawn from that account following the deposit. On the
other hand, the impossibility of tracing paradoxically provides clarity for transferees. It means they do not need to investigate the remote provenance of the assets they are receiving for fear that some transaction somewhere far back in the chain of title was tainted. This is one of the chief advantages of cash: except in the most blatant cases, cash is cash and it provides a reliable payment mechanism from the recipient’s perspective. CBDC design should consider the advantages and disadvantages of traceability in light of their legal consequences.

10.7 Taxation

The general principles of taxation apply without great difficulty to CBDCs. For example, in computing a person’s income from the sale of property, they are typically allowed to deduct the purchase price (or “basis”) of an asset from the sale price in computing their gain or loss. Nothing in a CBDC design is likely to disrupt such bedrock principles. Two broad overarching themes, however, are worth consideration by a CBDC designers.

First, tax authorities have confronted the question of how to categorize various digital assets for tax purposes. In the United States, for example, cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin have been treated as “property” rather than as “foreign currency” for income tax purposes [270]. Given the importance of a CBDC, its tax categorization should be made as explicit as possible.

Second, income-based taxation does not attempt to continually mark to market the value of all assets, i.e., impose tax on them based on their current valuation, regardless of whether the owner has actually realized that value by selling them. This would be administratively difficult, could lead to significant errors for assets that do not trade in thick liquid markets, and would be unfair to taxpayers who hold illiquid appreciated assets. Instead, tax is assessed on gain or loss from the change in value of an asset only when it is sold or some other “realization event” occurs (such as the release of a debt). The design of a CBDC should be sensitive to which events and transactions will be regarded as realization events. To the extent that a CBDC is highly liquid and is denominated in, easily interchangeable with, identical to, or replaces a fiat currency, there is no great difficulty of or injustice in frequent realization events. Such events might include the payment of interest on CBDC accounts, the transfer of CBDC from one account to another, or the mining of CBDC by blockchain participants. To the extent that the CBDC is illiquid, only conversions between the CBDC and other property should be deemed realization events.

10.8 Conclusion

Existing legal requirements are easiest to meet in a hybrid two-tier CBDC design, in which banks manage digital wallets for individuals and entities. These financial institutions already have the infrastructure to support oversight and reporting, to freeze and transfer assets when required by law, and to perform extensive customer service. A design in which users directly interact with a CBDC managed by a central bank requires it to take on these functions and to interface extensively with the
legal system. A decentralized design in which financial institutions or central bank administrators cannot directly modify the state of CBDC assets would likely require extensive and controversial legal changes.

11 Overview of Libra and Digital Yuan

Two projects have played a central role in catalyzing the global CBDC discussion: Libra and the digital yuan. By examining the designs of these two digital currencies, we see some ways in which the needs for a highly scalable digital currency can be met. With the scale and resources of a powerful group of participants, the Libra Association has set lofty goals for its influence. A stated goal of Libra’s digital currency is to give access to the financial system to the world’s 1.7 billion unbanked. It hopes to make financial transactions as easy as “sending a message.” Although not backed by a central bank, the Libra Association has the resources to disseminate its technology across national borders and influence how digital money is spent globally. With the backing of the Chinese government, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) is poised to be the first large economy to issue a digital currency. It envisions its digital currency as a cash equivalent with the potential to be the first CBDC to gain global traction.

11.1 Libra

Financial model: In 2019, Facebook’s announced its intention to issue a cryptocurrency called Libra. While Facebook created Libra, Facebook will not control it. Libra will instead be controlled by the Libra Association, a nonprofit entity based in Switzerland with a governing board of 27 leading corporations in tech, finance, and nonprofit. The Libra Association has identified banking the 1.7 billion globally unbanked, people without access to traditional bank accounts, as a fundamental goal. The Libra Association released its initial white paper in June 2019 and a second, updated white paper in May 2020 detailing their plans for the Libra cryptocurrencies [20].

Libra plans to produce single-currency stablecoins, meaning cryptocurrencies that will exactly track the value of existing fiat currencies. These stablecoins will be tied to reserves of major global currencies (e.g., LibraUSD or ≈USD, LibraEUR or ≈EUR, LibraGBP or ≈GBP, LibraSGD or ≈SGD). Each stablecoin will be fully backed 1:1 by reserves of cash, cash-equivalents, and short term government securities denominated in that currency. This means that to create a new stablecoin, for example 1 new LibraUSD, the association will acquire $1 for their reserve. In order to remove 1 LibraUSD from circulation, the reserve will release $1. With these guidelines for generation and removal, Libra stablecoins will not generate value, rather they will be digital representations of existing fiat currencies held in the Libra reserve.

As central banks begin to issue CBDCs, Libra hopes to integrate them directly into the Libra network. Libra will also maintain a capital buffer, in addition to the reserve of circulating Libra stablecoins, in order to ensure solvency. Libra stablecoins will be minted and burned by the reserve based on demand, with supply expanding
and contracting based on the market for each Libra stablecoin.

The Libra Association will also create a platform-specific cryptocurrency called the ≈LBR. It will be a digital composite of the single-currency stablecoins offered, set at a fixed ratio. The ≈LBR will be administered by a smart contract. LBR is intended for use in efficient cross-border settlement and as a low-volatility option for those in nations that do not yet have a single currency Libra stablecoin available. Because it is made up of single-currency Libra stablecoins, each fully backed by reserves, ≈LBR will also be fully backed by reserves.

Conversation from ≈LBR and Libra stablecoins into fiat currency will be handled by third party financial institutions called VASPs (Virtual Asset Service Providers), who will interact with end users. Wallets belonging to users other than known financial institutions and VASPs are referred to as “unhosted wallets.” Unhosted wallets are supported, but with tight controls (transaction limits, maximum balance enforced by the protocol). Their aim is to facilitate Libra participation for users who may be unable to interact with the system via a VASP.

Single currency stablecoins predate Libra. Tether (USDT), a stablecoin pegged to the US dollar, currently trades on over 100 cryptocurrency exchanges. Like Libra, it is controlled by a central party that pegs its value to USD and backs each USDT with $1 reserve. Tether’s reserves are different from Libra’s in that they (controversially) allow inclusion of short term loans from third-parties in addition to cash and cash equivalents. Tether has also expanded beyond US dollar stablecoins, now offering stablecoins for additional assets including gold, the Chinese Yuan, and the Euro [271].

**Technical foundations:** The Libra system will use a fully permissioned, Byzantine Fault Tolerant (BFT) ledger / blockchain that relies on open-source software. Libra does not plan to transition to a permissionless system. The stated design goal for the system is to “serve as a foundation for financial services, including a new global payment system that meets the daily financial needs of billions of people.” To achieve this goal, Libra prioritizes flexibility, security, and scalability to billions of accounts in its design. Libra will support programs written in its bespoke Move programming language.

The Move programming language is designed to implement custom transaction logic and smart contracts on the Libra blockchain. Its goals are safety and security, its design explicitly informed by past security incidents involving smart contracts, including those discussed in section 7. Move includes first-class support for operations on currency and tokens and regulatory compliance features.

Initially, only the Libra Association will be able to publish smart contracts that interact directly with the payment system. Over time, third parties will be able publish smart contracts. Libra’s (BFT) consensus protocol, called LibraBFT, a variant of Hotstuff [28], is designed to facilitate high transaction throughput and low latency. As a permissioned system, it will require relatively little energy—far less than Proof of Work. Its security relies on the standard BFT assumption that fewer than 1/3 of validator nodes, the machines that maintain the ledger, are compromised.

Validators will be approved / permissioned by the Libra Association. Transactions
are finalized when approved by a quorum of validators, and confirmed transactions are final and visible on the ledger. Thanks to its use of a publicly verifiable ledger, Libra will be fully auditable by law enforcement, regulators, and users, meaning that anyone can view an authoritative sequence of all processed transactions. Rather than grouping transactions into blocks like previous blockchains (Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.), the Libra blockchain will be structured as one continuous data structure.

11.2 The digital yuan

China’s central bank, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) has pursued creation of a CBDC more actively than any other global economic power. They are the first major economy to pilot a sovereign digital currency. They have publicly released very little about their digital currency, and limited technical information is available since the PBoC has not publicly released a whitepaper. Therefore, the information below is based on a combination of news reports, official statements, and analysis of Chinese patents filed for technologies that we conjecture are related to CBDC planning and may yield insight into the design choices under consideration.

**Background:** The PBoC has named their CBDC the Digital Currency for Electronic Payments (DC/EP). As implied by the name, this digital currency will be used for some payments in lieu of traditional fiat. The PBoC formed a research team to explore how to issue a “legal digital tender” in 2014 [272]. One of the goals of this digital currency was to internationalize China’s fiat currency, the RMB [273]. This research group was expanded and formalized into the Digital Currency Research Institute in 2017, with the objective of conducting research and technical trials for a digital currency. The Chinese Agricultural bank began testing a wallet application for the digital currency internally in April 2020 [2]. The mobile payment platform Alipay has also filed patents related to its role as a likely secondary issuer of DC/EP [274].

**System overview:** The DC/EP is expected to be centrally issued and widely available. The PBoC envisions the DC/EP as a replacement for cash and with equal status as a legal tender. The former head of the PBoC’s Digital Currency Research Institute described that the DC/EP would be based on the model: “one coin, two repositories, three centers.” “One coin” is the DC/EP, the “two repositories” lie in the central bank as well as the commercial banks who will distribute the digital currency and individual wallets; “three centers” refers to the data centers which will perform authentication, registration, and big data analysis [272].

According to Fan Yifei, the Deputy Governor of the PBoC, the system should operate in two tiers with two distinct layers of functionality: interaction with commercial banks and token-based interactions [275]. The PBoC is expected to issue and redeem DC/EP via large, commercial banks. The DC/EP would be token based, with commercial banks and financial institutions circulating the tokens. This structure is similar to the way fiat is currently handled by central banks, with a two-tiered system in which central banks issue currency and distribute it to financial
institutions who manage user interactions [276]. By leaving user-facing activities to banks, the DC/EP will avoid disintermediating the financial system and increasing the responsibilities and risk exposure of the central bank [275].

DC/EP will earn interest only if it is moved from the digital wallet into a deposit account, where it can be used for payment only through a bank card linked to that particular deposit account. Its two-tier structure will permit application of existing monetary policy tools [272]. DC/EP will make use of non-fungible tokens: Each coin will have an individual denomination and serial number [277].

To store DC/EP, users will hold digital wallets with digital ledgers, protected by cryptography and consensus protocols [278]. The DC/EP wallet currently undergoing trials is available as a smartphone application for individual users. It offers user-to-user payments by QR code; payments can also be initiated by tapping smartphones with another user [2].

11.3 What patent filings reveal about the digital yuan

As of early 2020, the PBoC has filed more than 80 patent applications related to digital currency. These patent applications may be viewed as falling into four categories: “digital currency management, circulation and interbank settlement; digital currency wallets; processing payments and deposits; and distributed ledger transactions and technology” [279]. On the whole, these patents suggest a system under very tight control by the central bank, more so than is consistent with the banking system in Western nations. They also place a strong emphasis on compatibility with existing banking infrastructure; for example, some PBoC patent applications describe technical mechanisms for users to make deposits with their existing banks and then exchange deposited money for DC/EP.

Alipay, a mobile payment platform established in China by Alibaba, has also filed several patent applications explicitly related to the DC/EP. These filings include interesting capabilities and architectural nuances relating to the financial institutions managing the second tier of the DC/EP system [274], and are not discussed in previous treatments of DC/EP of which we’re aware, e.g., [279].

Initially, the PBoC was interested in embracing innovative financial tools, particularly smart contracts and a distributed ledger, as expressed by the former head of the Digital Currency Research Institute, Yao Qian [280]. However, according to Fan Yifei, the Deputy Governor of the PBoC, that interest is tempered by concerns about undermining its cash-like status by supporting smart contracts [281]. Given this tension, the portfolio of patent applications we review here should be viewed as a spectrum of technologies that the PBoC may someday choose to develop rather than as a preview of the DC/EP at its release.

Rather than providing a comprehensive survey, we highlight some of the most interesting and salient features of the relevant PBoC and Alipay patent filings.

Anonymity: PBoC patent applications support a system design in which person-to-person or person-to-business transfers can be anonymous at the user level. Commercial banks in the first layer, however, would collect identifying information about
transacting parties that the central bank could also access. This tiered anonymity was referred to as “controllable anonymity,” by Mu Changchun, the head of the PBoC Institute for Digital Currency. Users enjoy some degree of anonymity with respect to other users; banks, however, have a mechanism to deanonymize suspicious transactions, in order to combat money laundering and the financing of terrorism [282]. A patent application filed by Alipay, which uses the same phrase, “controllable anonymity,” describes a mechanism for anonymity in user-to-user transactions, but does not provide any support for anonymity for the user from her financial institution. User-to-user anonymity could possibly extend to transactions between users in different banks [283].

Two other patent applications [284], [285] filed by PBoC in 2017 describe a cryptographic scheme—similar to Greg Maxwell’s confidential transactions [223]—that hides the amount of currency in individual accounts as well as the amount of currency transferred in a given transaction from all parties but the participants in a transaction.

None of these patent applications, however, describes technology to hide transaction graphs, i.e., the pseudonyms of participants in transactions are recorded on the ledger. This means that the ledger must be private to the authorities managing the system. Otherwise users can deanonymize other users using the information revealed in the transaction graphs, as discussed in section 6.1.

Account control: A recent patent application filed by Alipay describes a command-and-control architecture in which regulators can directly, instantaneously, and unilaterally freeze users’ funds. This account control could change the type of account belonging to a particular user, stop the flow of money in or out of a particular account, or freeze part or all of the DC/EP in the account [286]. As envisaged in this patent application, accounts are categorized in four levels, with the level of the account determined based on the amount and anticipated kinds of use, as well as the type of identifying information a user provides to open the account. Higher-level accounts offer more flexibility to their holders. For example, a user can apply for either an “anonymous” account or an account associated with his or her real name. “Anonymous” accounts (which in fact require some identifying information, like an email address or phone number, upon registration) are “low-level” in the sense that they provide only minimal functionality [277], such as strict balance limits.

Novel tools: PBoC patent propose technology to adjust the supply of DC/EP using an algorithm tracking certain triggers, like loan interest rates [287]. They also lay the groundwork for digital currency smartcards and digital wallets that a user can link directly to conventional bank accounts [288]. Additionally, the PBoC filed a patent application which specifies means for the central bank to activate tokens it distributes to banks with designated interest rates based on market conditions; these interest rates functionally tag coins with repayment conditions when they are used in loans [280].
Uses of secure hardware: As discussed in section 8, the role of secure hardware in digital currencies is a controversial and often misunderstood topic. However, recent patent applications filed by Alipay reveal a potential interest in embracing secure hardware, in particular Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), in critical operations such as currency issuance. [289], [290] describes a TEE-based implementation of the two-layer issuance architecture. The central bank may deploy a “front-end encryption machine” (FEM), potentially realized by a TEE, at second-layer operators. The TEE functions in effect as a delegate of the central bank. The FEM stores the central bank’s secret keys and is invoked by operators to issue and exchange digital currencies. To provide more detail, the second-layer issuance works as follows. First, an operator deposits a 100% reserve at the central bank, in exchange for a receipt in the form of an “encrypted string.” The operator then feeds the FEM with the receipt and receives digital currency tokens of equivalent value. Another use of the FEM is to split a digital currency token of a large value into multiple ones with smaller denominations.

More commonplace applications of TEEs are also mentioned in these patent applications. One patent application [221] describes a digital wallet design that uses TEEs to protect users’ private keys and perform offline transactions when the sender and/or receiver is not connected to the ledger. The patent implicitly assumes a perfectly secure TEE, however, and does not address the possibility of TEE compromise or failure. For example, since private keys are only accessible to the TEE, availability failures (e.g., permanent malfunctions) could lead to loss of funds. TEE can support flexible access control policies (e.g., [155]) capable of remedying such problems, but the patent filing does not consider this important direction.

12 Summary Position

Our explorations in this paper suggest a number of topics and issues that deserve special consideration by CBDC designers.

Monetary policy considerations: The issuance of CBDC will not in any way mask underlying weaknesses in central bank credibility or other issues such as fiscal dominance that affect the value of cash. In other words, digital central bank money is only as strong and credible as the central bank that issues it. In considering a shift to digital forms of retail central bank money, it is important to keep in mind that the transitional risks could be higher in the absence of stable macroeconomic and structural policies, including sound regulatory frameworks that are agile enough to be able to recognize and deal with financial risks created by new types of financial intermediaries.

It should also be recognized, notwithstanding the potential benefits, there are many unanswered questions about how the new financial technologies could affect the structure of financial institutions and markets. Questions also abound about whether retail CBDC will in any significant way affect monetary policy implementation and transmission. These uncertainties suggest a cautious approach to embracing
the concept of CBDC.

**Ledger infrastructure:** We discuss a range of architectural options for the digital ledger underpinning a CBDC. Our expectation is that central banks will wish to retain tight control over currency issuance and transaction processing, including the ability to alter or reverse transactions.

Such control is especially important given the historically demonstrated risks of catastrophic error in ledger-based systems, and existing legal requirements for handling error and fraud. In principle, tight ledger control is possible for any type of ledger, even public (“permissionless”) ones, as central bank privileges can be hard-wired in, but in practice permissioned ledger systems, i.e., those limited to pre-designated entities, or centralized systems are more suitable choices. As multi-entity permissioned systems have not seen extensive deployment yet—their planned use in Libra constituting a significant technical experiment—our expectation is that central banks will opt for centralized CBDCs, and indeed the digital yuan appears to be embracing such an approach.

Central banks may wish to consider use of authenticated data structures (ADSs) as an extension for centralized CBDC deployments. An ADS may be thought of as a highly compressed version (“digest”) \( R \) of the ledger at a given time. The central bank can distribute this digest \( R \) publicly without revealing ledger contents. It can prove the inclusion of particular transactions in the ledger with reference to \( R \) alone. It can also use \( R \) to demonstrate that it is not “forking,” that is, showing different ledger contents / balances to different entities. Forking could occur as a result of operator malfeasance or a breach, so the ability to prove that forking has not taken place can strengthen users’ confidence in the system.

**Wallets and funds / key custody:** One of the major challenges in successful democratization of cryptocurrency has arisen around the usability of wallets, and in particular the problem of *key management*. To authenticate users’ transactions, that is, create strong evidence that they are submitted legitimately by holders of the relevant funds, it is necessary to *digitally sign* them. Digital signatures are a powerful cryptographic tool used in all modern computing infrastructure, but require the use of a *secret key*. Cryptocurrency users have found protecting and backing up keys to be unduly burdensome, and the result has been a heavy reliance on service providers that hold users’ assets and act effectively like financial intermediaries. While CBDCs are likely to rely primarily on financial intermediaries\(^17\), it is unclear how CBDCs can significantly advance the explicitly stated goal for CBDCs of financial inclusion should consumers need to engage with financial institutions.\(^18\) Workable approaches to custody of funds and/or secret keys will be of pivotal importance in a CBDC.

---

\(^17\) It appears that some designs, such as the digital yuan, may offer limited support for user-administered accounts.

\(^18\) CBDCs would, however, make it easy to prepopulate individual accounts with funds, which would be an important first step in enrolling consumers in the financial system.
Privacy: Should a CBDC maintain the account balances of individuals on the ledger, which would seem to be a prerequisite for a retail CBDC, then privacy will become an issue of major importance. (The same is true for alternative representations of value, such as digital banknotes.) While there are cryptographic systems for maintaining transactional privacy in such settings, they are complex and costly, and unlikely to scale to meet the requirements of a CBDC in the short-to-medium term. One critical observation is that pseudonymous accounts, i.e., accounts in which account holders’ names are kept secret, offer only weak privacy. Under many circumstances, as the history of cryptocurrencies shows, it would be possible to deanonymize accounts. In a practical sense, therefore, a CBDC will reveal significantly more information about individuals’ transactions to central banks than existing systems do. This observation strongly motivates considered technical and legal confidentiality protections for ledger contents.

Opportunities for innovation: On the positive side, we believe there is a rich range of opportunities for innovation in a CBDC beyond mere reduction of frictions in transaction processing. Some derive from the unprecedented transparency a CBDC would afford regulators, including an ability to obtain a panoramic yet fine-grained view of global spending in an economy. These opportunities would also include new monetary policy levers, such as the ability of central banks to institute negative nominal interest rates, create currency with time-limits or other spending conditions (e.g., required spending on durable goods) in order to create highly targeted monetary interventions in a national economy.

Opportunities for novel financial technologies may be best captured with CBDC support for smart contracts, which would offer a flexible means of defining policies. Smart contracts would also offer opportunities for the creation of new types of financial instruments; in cryptocurrency systems, they have led to the creation of instruments so novel (e.g., “flash loans”) that they have no direct analogs in the existing financial system. Given the historically demonstrated hazards of smart contract bugs (e.g., The DAO), however, software assurance and oversight will be of paramount importance.

Secure hardware: We also believe that central banks should explore the use of secure hardware to strengthen elements of a CBDC system. While vulnerabilities have surfaced in recently produced secure hardware, suggesting that it should not be used in mission-critical subsystems, there are a number of places in which it can serve as an adjunct to strengthen or harden systems in which it is deployed. We describe several such opportunities, such as improving privacy through defense-in-depth, i.e., as an added protective layer, improving compliance enforcement by constraining system use according to regulatory rules, and protecting the wallets of individual users.

Two-layer architectures: The publicly revealed plans or explorations of central banks to date focus on two-layer CBDC architectures. In such architectures, existing non-governmental financial institutions or payment application providers—dubbed
“Payment Interface Providers” (PIPs) in [10]—constitute a second layer on top of the CBDC, serving as the main interface between users and the CBDC. Two-layer architectures align closely with current customer service delivery models and compliance mechanisms for anti-money-laundering and countering the funding of terrorism (AML/CFT) laws, and would also appear to have the merit of avoiding disruptive disintermediation of the existing banking system.

It is important to note that a two-layer system would not remedy the privacy concerns associated with representation of individuals’ accounts (or banknotes) in the CBDC. It could also introduce additional complications. For example, should smart contracts be deployed by by PIPs, rather than directly on the CBDC, systemic risks could escape the observation and control of regulators, and different PIPs’ deployments could be mutually incompatible, creating patchwork interfaces to the CBDC. Conversely, tight control of smart contract environments by a central bank could stifle innovation. Establishment of basic technical and operating standards by the central bank could prove fruitful middle ground.

In summary, the benefits and risks of CBDC are complex, encompassing an interplay among financial, legal, and technical considerations. Each country will have to take into account its specific circumstances and initial conditions before deciding whether the potential benefits of introducing a CBDC outweigh the possible costs.
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